The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat.

Referring to Notes Verbales №61219/30-196/50-3 of 27.02.2022, №61219/35-196/50-18783 of 11.03.2022, №61219/35-196/50-20231 of 18.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-20583 of 20.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-21493 of 22.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-24179 of 07.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-25231 of 12.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-28451 of 25.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-50 of 09.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-31834 of 11.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-31885 of 24.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-36735 of 30.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-37431 of 31.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-40800 of 13.06.2022, №61219/30-196/50-55446 of 28.07.2022, №61219/35-196/50-61363 of 28.05.2023 and №61219/35-196/50-66134 of 07.06.2023 the Representation has the honour to inform on the following.

According to the official information confirmed by the Defence Intelligence of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, the Russian troops are preparing for the evacuation of occupation administration as well as local population from temporarily occupied city of Armiansk (north of the Crimean peninsula).
As the consequence of Russian terrorist attack on the Kakhovka Hydroelectric Power Plant there is lack of water in the North Crimean Canal, which caused critical disruptions of production processes at the Crimean Titan plant in Armiansk.

Russian engineering units have been mining the enterprise's facilities and planting explosives in the factory and adjacent territory for the past few days.

Hundreds of tons of technological ammonia and Sulfuric acid are stored in Crimean Titan.

In the event of an explosion at the plant, an ammonia cloud, depending on the direction and strength of the wind, will immediately cover the surrounding areas.

We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitoring all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW requests that this Note Verbale be shared with all States Parties and avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 12 June 2023

netherlands.mfa.gov.ua

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

g. Гаага
5 июня 2023 года в районе населенного пункта Масютовка Харьковской области украинской диверсионно-разведывательной группой был осуществлён подрыв аммиакопровода «Тольятти-Одесса».

В результате данного террористического акта имеются пострадавшие среди мирного населения. Им оказана необходимая медицинская помощь.

В настоящее время через поврежденные участки трубопровода идет стравливание остатков аммиака с украинской территории.

Российская Федерация предпримет все усилия для выяснения обстоятельств подрыва аммиакопровода «Тольятти-Одесса».

Призываем государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция) оказать влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению провокаций с токсичными веществами.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции. Вооруженные Силы России не применяют химическое оружие. Все его запасы уничтожены в 2017 году под строгим международным контролем, что и было подтверждено ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «  » июня 2023 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, No. 34, dated 5 July 2022, No. 37, dated 25 July 2022, No. 38, dated 25 July 2022, No. 39, dated 12 August 2022, and No. 12, dated 8 April 2023, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.
On 5 June 2023 in the area near the town of Masyutovka, Kharkhov Region, a Ukrainian subversive reconnaissance unit carried out the explosive destruction of the Togliatti-Odessa ammonia pipeline.

As a result of this terrorist act, there are casualties among the civilian population. They have been provided with the necessary medical aid.

Presently, ammonia residue is being vented through the damaged sections of the pipeline from Ukrainian territory.

The Russian Federation will make every effort to clarify the circumstances of the explosive destruction of the Togliatti-Odessa ammonia pipeline.

We call upon the States Parties of the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) to exert their influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent any provocations with toxic substances.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Russian Armed Forces do not use chemical weapons. All of its stockpiles were destroyed in 2017 under strict international control, which was confirmed by the OPCW.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 08 June 2023
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat.

Referring to Notes Verbales №61219/30-196/50-3 of 27.02.2022, №61219/35-196/50-18783 of 11.03.2022, №61219/35-196/50-20231 of 18.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-20583 of 20.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-21493 of 22.03.2022, №61219/30-196/50-24179 of 07.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-25231 of 12.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-28451 of 25.04.2022, №61219/30-196/50-60 of 09.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-31834 of 11.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-31885 of 24.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-36735 of 30.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-37431 of 31.05.2022, №61219/30-196/50-40800 of 13.06.2022, №61219/30-196/50-55446 of 28.07.2022 and №61219/35-196/50-61363 of 28.05.2023 the Representation has the honour to inform on the following.

According to the official information confirmed by the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, the Russian Federation has committed a series of chemical provocations.

June 5 2023, the Russian armed forces have destroyed the section of ammonia pipeline Togliatti-Odesa near the village Masyutivka, Kharkiv oblast. The explosion caused a massive ammonia leak.
June 6 2023, the Russian occupiers shelled (6 times) the pumping station of ammonia pipeline Togliatti-Odesa near the village Masyutivka, Kharkiv oblast. As a result of this targeted attack the technical building and containers for ammonia (not in use) were damaged, the burning of ammonia-hydrogen was observed.

We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitoring all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW requests that this Note Verbale be shared with all States Parties and avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 07 June 2023

netherlands.mfa.gov.ua
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat.


According to the official information confirmed by the Defence Intelligence of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, the Russian Federation has committed a series of provocations with the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare on the temporarily occupied territories of the Zaporizhzhia region.
We emphasize that the Security and Defense Forces of Ukraine in their activities use only conventional means.

We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitoring all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW requests that this Note Verbale be shared with all States Parties and avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 28 May 2023

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

г. Гаага
Под руководством офиса президента Украины осуществляется подготовка к масштабной провокации в населенном пункте Ахтырка Сумской области. На специально подготовленный участок «передового рубежа обороны ВСУ» планируется доставить тела и останки погибших украинских военнослужащих и представить дело так будто их смерть наступила в результате огневого поражения «российскими» артиллеристскими боеприпасами, снаряженными «отравляющими веществами».

Предусматривается обработка данного участка местности и останков украинских военнослужащих отравляющими веществами. Это, по задумке организаторов, позволит экспертам из западных стран, находящимся в настоящее время на территории Украины, задокументировать якобы применение российскими Вооруженными Силами химического оружия.

Для придания данной диверсии большей правдоподобности спецслужбам Украины поручено подготовить и опубликовать в социальных сетях фальшивые радиоперехваты якобы обсуждения российскими военнослужащими подготовки к применению химического оружия, а также сфабрикованные наряды на получение специальных боеприпасов для установок РСЗО «Град».

По замыслу организаторов, данная провокация позволит развернуть в западных СМИ очередную кампанию по дискредитации Российской Федерации, в том числе попытаться инициировать заседание Совета Безопасности ООН с соответствующими обвинениями российской стороны.

Призываем государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция) оказать
влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению провокаций с токсичными веществами.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по КЗХО. Вооруженные Силы России не применяют химическое оружие. Все его запасы уничтожены в 2017 году под строгим международным контролем, что и было подтверждено ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «08» апреля 2023 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, No. 34, dated 5 July 2022, No. 37, dated 25 July 2022, No. 38, dated 25 July 2022, and No. 39, dated 12 August 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.
Preparations for a large-scale provocation in the town of Okhtyrka, in the Sumy Region, are under way under the management of the Office of the President of Ukraine. There are plans to deliver the bodies and remains of deceased Ukrainian soldiers to a specially prepared section of the “forward defence line of the Armed Forces of Ukraine” and make it appear as though their deaths resulted from firing by “Russian” artillery munitions filled with “toxic agent”.

This will involve planting this section of the area and the remains of Ukrainian soldiers with toxic agent. This, according to the plans of the organisers, will make it possible for experts from Western countries that are currently on Ukrainian territory, to document the alleged use of chemical weapons by the Russian Armed Forces.

In order to lend more credibility to this diversion, the Ukrainian special services have been instructed to prepare and publish on social media fake radio interceptions of alleged discussions within the Russian military preparing to use chemical weapons, as well as fabricated orders for delivery of special munitions for the “Grad” multiple launch rocket system.

According to the organisers’ plans, this provocation will help unleash another campaign to discredit the Russian Federation in Western media outlets, including an attempt to initiate a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to accuse the Russian side.

We call upon the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) to exert
influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent provocations with toxic agents.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Russian Armed Forces do not use chemical weapons. All of its stockpiles were destroyed in 2017 under strict international control, which was confirmed by the OPCW.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 08 April 2023
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (Secretariat) and has the honour to request to distribute the briefing by Lieutenant General Mr Igor Kirillov, Chief NBC Protection Troops of the Russian Federation Armed Forces, on large-scale provocations using toxic chemicals in Ukraine prepared by Western countries (enclosed in Russian with unofficial translation into English) as a National document of the Russian Federation at 102nd session of the OPCW Executive Council (14-17 March 2023). The Russian side kindly asks the Secretariat to make the document available for States Parties as soon as possible.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, « 3 » March 2023
Брифинг начальника войск РХБ защиты Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации генерал-лейтенанта Игоря Кириллова по вопросам подготовки Западом масштабных провокаций с применением токсичных химикатов на Украине

(28 февраля 2023 года)

22 февраля влиятельная американская неправительственная организация провела конференцию, посвященную событиям на Украине. В ходе этого мероприятия бывший посол США в Российской Федерации Джон Салливан сделал заявление, ЦИТАТА: «…российские войска планируют использовать химическое оружие в зоне специальной военной операции…».

Расцениваем данную информацию как намерение самих Соединенных Штатов и их пособников провести на Украине провокацию с использованием токсичных химикатов.

Они рассчитывают, что в условиях боевых действий международное сообщество не сможет организовать эффективное расследование, в результате чего реальные организаторы и исполнители могут избежать ответственности, а вина будет возложена на Российскую Федерацию.

По нашему мнению, подготовка идет полным ходом. В начале 2023 года Евроатлантический координационный центр по реагированию на бедствия и катастрофы спланировал поставку на Украину крупной партии средств индивидуальной защиты. В качестве обоснования указано, ЦИТАТА: «…российские войска уже использовали боеприпасы с фосфорным составом и могут задействовать отравляющие вещества в ходе прогнозируемого обострения обстановки…».

Перечень поставляемого имущества включает более 55 тысяч комплектов средств индивидуальной защиты, 55 тысяч противогазов, 13 тысяч индивидуальных противохимических пакетов. Приоритетное внимание уделяется антидотам от фосфорорганических отравляющих веществ типа зарин и зоман – 600 тысяч ампул, противосудорожным препаратам – 3 млн. таблеток.
препаратам для детоксикации иприта, люизита и производных синильной кислоты ингибиторов хлорацетофенона – 750 тысяч флаконов.

Кроме того, Министерство обороны Российской Федерации получило сведения о том, что 10 февраля 2023 года на Украину (Краматорск) прибыл железнодорожный состав, в одном из вагонов которого находился груз химических веществ, сопровождаемый группой иностранных граждан.

Вагон был отцеплен и отбуксирован на территорию Краматорского металлургического завода имени Куийбышева, где под контролем сотрудников службы безопасности Украины и представителей командования ВСУ состоялась разгрузка химикатов.


Груз был размещён на бронемашинах американского производства, которые в составе колонны выдвинулись к линии боевого соприкосновения.

19 февраля 2023 года в Краматорске состоялась разгрузка 11 вагонов с грузом шрапnellных боеприпасов со специальной маркировкой. Разгрузка проводилась в ночное время на платформе в пригороде, при этом вагоны были обозначены надписями «Стройматериалы», «Цемент».

По имеющейся в Министерстве обороны Российской Федерации информации, ранее в интересах сухопутных войск США была проведена модернизация шрапnellных выстрелов, снаряжаемых готовыми поражающими элементами с жидкими рецептами раздражающих веществ.

Факты одновременной поставки токсичных химикатов и средств защиты от них свидетельствуют о попытке проведения масштабных провокаций с использованием боевого психотропного отправляющего вещества Би-Зет в ходе конфликта.
Напомню, что в соответствии с Конвенцией о запрещении химического оружия (далее – Конвенция) вещество Би-зет является контролируемым химикатом и входит во второй список, его применение запрещено статьей 1 Конвенции. Данный химикат вызывает острый психоз, потерю ориентации, галлюцинации, нарушения памяти.

Вещество Би-Зет является табельным отравляющим веществом армии США и широко применялось во время Вьетнамской войны.

Соединенные Штаты и их союзники неоднократно применяли боеприпасы, снаряженные химическими рецептами, в ходе военных конфликтов в Афганистане, Ираке, Сирии.

США заявили о полном уничтожении запасов Би-Зет ещё в 1990 году, когда было утилизировано около 50 тонн этого вещества, но образцы были оставлены. Кроме того, в настоящее время сохранена возможность синтеза прекурсоров Би-Зет на базе мощностей по производству фармацевтических препаратов в объеме до нескольких десятков тонн в год.

Мы неоднократно отмечали, что руководство западных стран на регулярной основе делает провокационные заявления о возможности применения Российской Федерацией оружия массового поражения.

Вместе с тем подобные проекты уже не раз были реализованы самими Соединенными Штатами для достижения политических целей. Так, пробирка со «стиральным порошком» в руках госсекретаря США Колина Пауэлла послужила поводом к вторжению в Ирак и причиной гибели более полумиллиона граждан этой страны. В 2017 году растиражированные информационными агентствами фотографии «Белых касок», на которых люди в обычных марлевых повязках отбирают пробы в месте предполагаемого применения Зарина, привело к нанесению ракетного удара США по авиабазе Шайрат в Сирии.

В 2018 году постановочные съемки с якобы отправленными хлором детьми в сирийском городе Дума стали причиной уничтожения научно-исследовательского центра в Барзе и Джамрае.
Хотел бы напомнить, что никто до настоящего времени не понес ответственности за данные преступления.

Выполнение США своих обязательств по КЗХО имеет четко выраженный избирательный характер. Любые ограничения по этому договору, ущемляющие американские интересы, игнорируются при прямом попустительстве Организации по запрещению химического оружия.

Так, в нарушение статьи 1 Конвенции и Женевского протокола 1925 года минобороны США легализовало использование целого ряда химических веществ в качестве средств ведения войны. Их применение предусматривается с помощью широкого спектра штатных боеприпасов.

Хотел бы предупредить, что развернутые в районе проведения специальной военной операции российские стационарные и подвижные комплексы контроля РХБ-обстановки позволяют своевременно выявлять химические угрозы и оперативно реагировать на них. В связи с этим Запад ошибается, рассчитывая на успешное осуществление провокаций с токсичными химикатами в условиях ведения боевых действий.

Аналитические возможности имеющихся в Министерстве обороны Российской Федерации химических лабораторий позволяют достоверно определить не только тип примененного химиката, но и страну-производителя.

Так, например, широко известна представленная на слайде информация о применении против российских войск самодельных боеприпасов с помощью БПЛА. Проведенные исследования доказали, что это боеприпасы термического действия, которые содержали горючие окислители и добавки, часть которых произведены в Чехии.

Предупреждаем, что в случае провокаций с использованием токсичных химикатов истинные виновники будут нами установлены и наказаны.

Мы продолжим работу по разоблачению преступной деятельности Запада в нарушение Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия.
### Поставка средств защиты для Украины

Обращение наставником на защиты для Украины (март 2022 г.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№ п/п</th>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Количество</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Противогаз типа Dräger DHS-7000, CM-6 или SGE 4003</td>
<td>7 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Комбинированные фильтры для противогазов</td>
<td>100 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Костюм химической защиты</td>
<td>7 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Респираторы для защиты органов дыхания (типа FFP1, FFP2)</td>
<td>7 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Индивидуальный дозиметр</td>
<td>7 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Дозиметр-радиометр</td>
<td>1 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Идентификатор химических веществ HazMatID ELITE</td>
<td>20 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Портативный химический детектор ChemPro100i</td>
<td>100 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Прибор для обнаружения и идентификации радиоактивных веществ</td>
<td>50 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Комплекты для обеззараживания (специализированной помощи) населению (80 чел. в час)</td>
<td>10 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Дезактивационная кабина для оказания специализированной помощи (дезактивация) спасателям (типа DK-1)</td>
<td>200 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Портативная ранцевая дезактивационная система</td>
<td>360 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Дезактивационная перчатка типа DECON MITT</td>
<td>20 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Таблетки йодид калия, йодный раствор 5 %, раствор Люголя 5 % на 7 дней</td>
<td>на 1,7 млн. чел</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Запрос Европейского координационного центра реагирования на стихийные бедствия и катастрофы (январь 2023 г.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№ п/п</th>
<th>Наименование</th>
<th>Количество</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Комплекты химической защиты JSList</td>
<td>40,3 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Легкие защитные костюмы</td>
<td>15,3 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Противогазы M53A1</td>
<td>55,6 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Наборы для защиты органов дыхания при РХБ угрозе</td>
<td>23,6 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Фильтрующие элементы для противогазов C2A1 или CF50</td>
<td>57,2 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Индивидуальные противохимические пакеты M295</td>
<td>13,6 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Приборы химической разведки M256A1</td>
<td>200 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Портативные детекторы CHEMPRO 100 и PROENGIN APNC</td>
<td>50 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Детекторы токсических химикатов LCD 3,3</td>
<td>100 шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Атропин и хлорид пралидоксина в форме инъекций</td>
<td>5,4 млн. ед.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Дизазепам в шприцах</td>
<td>200 тыс. ед.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Йодид калия 250 мкг в упаковках по 10 таблеток</td>
<td>20 тыс. шт.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Атрофен 0,025 мг</td>
<td>3 млн. ед.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Антидиоты метемоглобинообразователей</td>
<td>5,2 млн. доз</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ингибиторы хлоратефенона</td>
<td>750 тыс. доз</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Доставка токсичных химикатов в г. Краматорск

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Дата</th>
<th>Доставлено</th>
<th>Особые знаки</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.02.2023 г.</td>
<td>8 ящиков темно-серого цвета</td>
<td>маркированы двумя красными линиями, аббревиатурой BZ и знаком химической угрозы</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.02.2023 г.</td>
<td>5 ящиков темно-серого цвета</td>
<td>маркированы одной красной линией, надписью CS RIOT и аббревиатурой CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 ящика темно-серого цвета</td>
<td>маркированы одной красной линией, надписью CS RIOT и аббревиатурой CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 вагонов с боеприпасами</td>
<td>специальная маркировка</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Краматорский металлургический комбинат

Железнодорожный вокзал Краматорска
Основные свойства BZ, CS и CR

**Би-Зет (BZ)**
- отравляющее вещество психохимического действия.
Белое кристаллическое вещество без запаха, нерастворимое в воде, хорошо растворяется в хлороформе, дихлорэтане и подкисленной воде. Основное боевое состояние – аэрозоль.

**Си-Эс (CS)**
- вещества раздражающего действия. Белое малолетучее кристаллическое вещество с запахом перца.
Используются правоохранительными силами для разгона демонстраций и устранения уличных беспорядков.


Симптомы поражения:
- расширение зрачков, сухость во рту, учащённое сердцебиение, головокружение, мышечная слабость;
- через 30-60 мин наблюдается ослабление внимания и памяти, снижение реакции на внешние раздражители, поражённый теряет ориентацию;
- контакт с окружающим миром теряется и поражённый бывает не в состоянии отличить реальность от иллюзии;
- развивается негативизм, возможны вспышки гнева.

Эффект достигает максимума через 30-60 мин после поступления BZ в организм и продолжается в течение 1-4 суток в зависимости от дозы и состояния пораженного.
Примеры провокационных действий США

2003 год
Повод для вторжения в Ирак

2017 год
Повод для нанесения ракетного удара по Сирии

2018 год
Повод для уничтожения научных объектов
Анализ боеприпасов, информация о применении которых против российских войск широко распространялась в интернет-ресурсах, показал, что они по содержанию – термического действия, а часть химических добавок произведена в Чехии.

Аналитические возможности имеющихся в Минобороны России химических лабораторий позволяют достоверно установить тип химиката и страну – производителя.
Тезисы выступления Джона Салливана на конференции неправительственной организации «Центр Вудро Вильсона» 22.02.2023 г.:

1) Российские войска планируют использовать химическое оружие в зоне СВО

2) Россия рассчитывает, что в условиях боевых действий международное расследование невозможно

3) Организаторы и исполнители смогут избежать ответственности

4) Россия заблаговременно начала дезинформационную кампанию, обвиняя ВСУ в сбросе химических боеприпасов с БПЛА
Briefing by Lieutenant General Igor Kirillov, Chief NBC Protection Troops of the RF Armed Forces, on large-scale provocations using toxic chemicals in Ukraine prepared by the West
(28 February 2023)

On February 22, an influential US non-governmental organization held a conference on the events in Ukraine. During this event, former US Ambassador to Russia John Sullivan made a statement QUOTE: "... Russian troops plan to use chemical weapons in the special military operation area..."

We regard this information as the intention of the United States itself and its accomplices to carry out a provocation using toxic chemicals in Ukraine.

They expect that the international community will be unable to organize an effective investigation amid hostilities, so that the real organizers and perpetrators may escape accountability, and the blame is going to be put on Russia.

In our opinion, the preparations are in full swing. In early 2023, the Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Center planned to supply a large shipment of individual protection equipment to Ukraine. As a justification, it is indicated QUOTE: "... Russian troops have already used phosphorus ammunition and could use poisonous agents in a foreseeable escalation of the situation ..."

The supplied materiel lists over 55,000 sets of individual protective gear, 55,000 gas masks, 13,000 individual gas casualty first-aid kits. Priority is given to antidotes for organophosphorus toxic agents such as sarin and soman – 600 thousand ampoules, anticonvulsants – 3 million tablets, detoxification medications for mustard gas, lewisite and chloracetophenone inhibitors of hydrocyanic acid – 750 thousand vials.

In addition, the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation was informed that on 10 February 2023, a train arrived in Ukraine (Kramatorsk), with a cargo of chemicals in one of its cars, accompanied by a group of foreign nationals.
The car was detached and towed to the territory of the *Kuibyshev* metallurgical plant in Kramatorsk, where it was unloaded under the control of Security Service of Ukraine and AFU command representatives.

The cargo included 16 sealed metal containers, eight of which had a chemical hazard label, BZ inscription and markings with two red bands, corresponding to the category of incapacitating agents. Five of the containers were labelled as "C-S-RIOT" and three as "C-R-RIOT" with a single red band, which corresponds to the class of irritant agents.

The cargo was placed on US-manufactured armoured vehicles moving towards the line of contact in a convoy.

On 19 February, 11 cars loaded with specially marked shrapnel ammunition were unloaded in Kramatorsk. The unloading took place at night on a platform in the suburbs, and the cars were labelled "Construction materials" and "Cement".

According to information available to the Russian Ministry of Defence, the US Army had previously upgraded its shrapnel shells to be loaded with ready-to-use, liquid formulations of irritant agents.

The facts of the simultaneous delivery of toxic chemicals and means of protection against them testify to an attempt to carry out large-scale provocations using the BZ military incapacitating agent during the conflict.

I recall that under the Chemical Weapons Convention, BZ agent is a controlled and a Schedule 2 chemical, and its use is prohibited under Article 1 of the CWC.

This chemical causes acute phrenoplegia, disorientation, hallucinations, and memory impairment.

BZ is a standard toxic agent of the US Army and was widely used during the Vietnam War.

The United States and its allies have repeatedly used chemical munitions in the military conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria.

The United States declared the complete elimination of stocks of BZ back in 1990, when about 50 tons of the substance were disposed of, while samples were
kept. In addition, the synthesis of BZ precursors at pharmaceutical production facilities in the amount of up to several tens of tons per year is still possible.

We have repeatedly noted that Western leadership regularly makes provocative statements about the possibility of Russia using weapons of mass destruction.

Meanwhile, similar projects have been implemented many times by the United States itself to achieve political goals. In such a way, a vial of "washing powder" in the hands of US Secretary of State Colin Powell served a pretext to invade Iraq and reason of death of over half a million Iraqi citizens.

In 2017, the photos of the White Helmets reproduced by media outlets, showing people wearing ordinary gauze bandages and collecting samples at the sites of alleged use of sarin resulted in the US carrying a missile strike against the Shayrat airbase in Syria.

In 2018, the staged videos of children allegedly exposed to chlorine in the Syrian city of Douma led to the destruction of the Scientific Studies and Research Centre in Barzah and Jamrayah.

I would like to remind that no one has been held accountable for those crimes so far.

The US compliance with its obligations under the CWC is obviously discriminative by nature. Any restrictions under this treaty that undermine the American interests are ignored with the direct connivance of the Organization for the Protection of Chemical Weapons.

For example, in violation of Article 1 of the Convention and 1925 Geneva Protocol, the United States Department of Defense legalized the whole range of chemical substances as weapons of war. Its use is envisaged with a wide spectrum of standard ammunition.

I would like to warn that Russian stationary and mobile CBRN monitoring systems deployed in the area of the special military operation make it possible to identify chemical threats in a timely manner and promptly respond to them. It is therefore erroneous for the West to count on being successful in carrying out provocations involving toxic chemicals in a warfare environment.
The analytical capabilities of the chemical laboratories of the Russian Ministry of Defence render it possible to reliably determine the type of the chemical used, and also the country of origin.

In that way, the information presented on the slide on the use of improvised munitions against Russian troops by UAVs is widely known. The available investigations demonstrated that they were thermal munitions that contained flammable oxidizers and additives, some of which had been produced in the Czech Republic.

We warn that in the event of provocation using toxic chemicals the real perpetrators will be identified and punished.

We shall continue our work to unshroud the criminal activities of the West conducted in violation of the Chemical Weapons Convention.
Abstracts of John Sullivan's speech to the Conference of Woodrow Wilson Center NGO on 22 February 2023:

1) Russian troops plan to use chemical weapons in the special military operation zone

2) Russia assumes that during hostilities, foreign investigations won't be possible.

3) Organisers and executors will be able to avoid liability

4) Russia has launched a misinformation campaign ahead of time, accusing AFU of dropping chemical weapons from unmanned aerial vehicles.
### Appeal for humanitarian aid for Ukraine (March 2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drager DHS-7000, CM-6 or SGE 4003 gas masks</td>
<td>7,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Combined filters for gas masks</td>
<td>100,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chemical suit</td>
<td>7,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Protection masks (FFP1, FFP2 types)</td>
<td>7,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Personal dosimeter</td>
<td>7,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dosimeter-radiometer</td>
<td>1,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HazMatID ELITE chemical identifier</td>
<td>20 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ChemPro100i handheld chemical detector</td>
<td>100 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Radionuclide detection and identification device</td>
<td>50 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Decontamination (specialised care) kits for the population (80 persons per hour)</td>
<td>10 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Decontamination Cabin for specialised care for rescuers (DK-1 type)</td>
<td>200 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Portable backpack decontamination system</td>
<td>360 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DECON MITT-type decontamination mitt</td>
<td>20,000 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Potassium iodide tablets, 5% iodine solution, 5% Lugol solution for 7 days</td>
<td>for 1,7 mln people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Request from the Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre (EADRCC) (January 2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>JSList chemical protective garment</td>
<td>40,300 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Light protective suits</td>
<td>15,300 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M53A1 gas masks</td>
<td>55,600 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Respiratory protection kits for the CBRN threat</td>
<td>23,600 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Filtering elements for C2A1 or CF50 gas masks</td>
<td>57,200 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M295 individual decontamination kits</td>
<td>13,600 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M256A1 chemical reconnaissance devices</td>
<td>200 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CHEMPRO 100 and PROENGIN AP4C portable detectors</td>
<td>50 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>LCD 3.3 toxic chemical detectors</td>
<td>100 pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Atropine and pralidoxime chloride in injectable form</td>
<td>5.4 mln units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Diazepam in syringes</td>
<td>200 mln units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Potassium iodide 250 μg, 10 tablets per pack</td>
<td>20 mln units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Aprofen 0.025 mg</td>
<td>3 mln units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Antidotes of methemoglobin formers</td>
<td>5.2 mln units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Chloroacetophenone inhibitors</td>
<td>750,000 doses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Toxic chemicals delivered to Kramatorsk

Kramatorsk iron and steel works

Kramatorsk railway station

Delivered Special marks
marked with two red lines, the abbreviation BZ and a chemical threat symbol.

8 dark-gray boxes
10 February 2023

5 dark-gray boxes
marked with a single red line, the lettering CS RIOT and CS
19 February 2023

3 dark-gray boxes
marked with a single red line, the lettering CS RIOT and CR

11 ammunition cars
special marking
19 February 2023
**BZ**

3-Quinuclidinyl benzilate

is an odourless white crystalline substance insoluble in water, soluble in chloroform, dichloroethane, and acidified water. The main active state is an aerosol.

**Warning effects:**
- dilated pupils, dry mouth, palpitations, dizziness, muscle weakness;
- after 30–60 minutes, there is a weakening of attention and memory, decreased reaction to external stimuli, and disorientation;
- contact with the outside world is lost and the person is unable to distinguish reality from illusion;
- negativism develops, with possible outbursts of anger.

The effects peak 30–60 minutes after the ingestion of BZ and last 1–4 days, depending on the dose and condition of the person affected.

**CS**

1,4-Oxazepine

are irritants. White, low-volatile crystalline substances with a peppery odour. They are used by law enforcement forces to break up demonstrations and for crowd control.

They have been employed by the U.S police (since 1954), Great Britain (since 1996), Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Germany (until 1999), France (1984–2000), Switzerland, the Netherlands and Cyprus.
Examples of U.S. provocative actions

2003
A pretext for invading Iraq

2017
A pretext for a missile strike on Syria

2018
A pretext to destroy scientific facilities
Russian Ministry of Defence capability to recognise chemical threats

Research on ammunition

An analysis of the ammunition, information about its use against Russian troops has been widely circulated on Internet resources, showing that it is thermally active and that some of the chemical additives are produced in the Czech Republic.

Fixed technical means to detect chemical threats

The analytical capabilities of the Russian Ministry of Defence’s chemical laboratories can reliably identify the type of chemical agent and the manufacturing country.
Постоянное представительство Российской Федерации при Организации по запрещению химического оружия

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ
ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ
ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

г. Гаага
О августа 2022 года артиллерийские подразделения 110-й отдельной механизированной бригады вооруженных сил Украины со стороны населённого пункта Авдеевка обстрелили территорию пивоваренного завода в г. Донецке, где находились опасные химические вещества, используемые в производственном процессе.

В результате обстрела повреждена 40-тонная емкость системы охлаждения, из которой произошла утечка более шести тонн аммиака. После взрыва образовалось токсичное облако, которое распространилось на площади два квадратных километра. Один сотрудник предприятия погиб, еще двое сотрудников получили тяжелые ожоги дыхательных путей.

Оперативными действиями подразделений Министерства по делам гражданской обороны, чрезвычайным ситуациям и ликвидации последствий стихийных бедствий Донецкой Народной Республики удалось ликвидировать последствия артиллерийского удара и не допустить других жертв среди мирного населения.

Подчеркиваем, что это не первый умышленный обстрел химически опасных объектов украинскими вооруженными формированиями, в результате которого создается реальная угроза жизни и здоровью тысяч мирных жителей.

Призываем государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция) оказать влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению провокаций с токсичными химикатами и использования вооруженными формированиями Украины химически опасных объектов в военных целях.

Еще раз акцентируем внимание на том, что в ходе выполнения задач Специальной военной операции
Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации и воинские формирования Донецкой Народной Республики и Луганской Народной Республики не наносят ударов по объектам гражданской инфраструктуры.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату увереня в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «12» августа 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (hereinafter “OPCW”) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, No. 34, dated 5 July 2022, No. 37, dated 25 July 2022 and No. 38, dated 25 July 2022 has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.

On the 10th of August 2022, artillery units of the 110th separate mechanized brigade of the Armed Forces of Ukraine fired from the town of Avdiivka at the site of a brewery located in the city of Donetsk, where hazardous chemicals were used in the production process.
As a result of the shelling, a 40-ton cooling system tank was damaged, from which more than six tons of ammonia leaked. After the explosion, a toxic cloud formed, which spread over an area of two square kilometers. One employee of the enterprise died; two more employees suffered severe respiratory tract burns.

Prompt actions of the units of the Ministry of Civil Defence, Emergencies and Disaster Relief of the Donetsk People’s Republic managed to eliminate the consequences of the artillery strike and prevent other casualties among the civilian population.

We emphasize that this is not the first deliberate shelling of chemically dangerous facilities by the Ukrainian Armed Forces, which constitutes a real threat to the life and health of thousands of civilians.

We call upon the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) to exert influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent the provocations with toxic chemicals and the use of hazardous chemical facilities by armed units of Ukraine for military purposes.

We would like to emphasize once again that while reaching the goals of the Special Military Operation, the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and the military formations of the Donetsk People’s Republic and the Lugansk People’s Republic do not strike the facilities of civilian infrastructure.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.
The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 12 August 2022

While Kremlin plans to quickly conquer Ukraine fail the Russian Federation continues to use international fora, including the OPCW and the UN as platforms for fake allegations aimed at justification of its criminal actions on the ground.

Each Russian document distributed in the Hague or New York is an attempt to involve the international community into absurd discussions or to create background for provocations.
As a result of indiscriminate shelling by Russia, Ukrainian enterprises of the chemical and food industry are constantly hit. The shelling poses a serious threat of release of large quantities of toxic chemicals. Russia's military attack aims to destroy Ukraine's economy and globally important food supply chains.

We call on Russia to immediately cease its attacks and stop killing innocent Ukrainian people. Russian troops are systematically violating the norms of international humanitarian law and international human rights law in Ukraine.

We draw attention of the OPCW and States Parties that Ukraine in its internationally recognized borders is the unitary state consisting of 24 regions including Donetsk Region and Lugansk Region, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and two cities of special status – Kyiv, the capital and Sevastopol. Any mentioning of the so-called "peoples republics" which are in fact terrorist organisations, will be considered as additional witness that Russia is a state, which sponsors terrorism.

We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitor all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine. Russian accusations directed against Ukraine always come just ahead of a planned Russian assault.

Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Kremlin Regime on our territory. We are acting in strict compliance with relevant provisions of the CWC.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 28 July 2022

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ
ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ
ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

g. Гаага
На масложировом комбинате в г. Славянске Донецкой Народной Республики сотрудники службы безопасности Украины в ближайшее время планируют произвести подрыв емкостей с химически опасным веществом – гексаном, общим объемом более 120 тонн. В результате таких действий может образоваться ядовитое облако, которое распространится более чем на 10 километров. В зоне химического поражения окажутся все жилые районы г. Славянска и близлежащих населенных пунктов.

В случае реализации этой провокации киевские власти по уже отработанному сценарию планируют обвинить Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации и формирования Донецкой Народной Республики в якобы неизбирательных удах по потенциально опасным объектам с последующим широким распространением этих материалов в украинских и западных СМИ, а также на различных Интернет-ресурсах.

Призываем государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – Конвенция) оказывать влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению провокаций с токсичными химикатами и использования вооруженными формированиями Украины химически опасных объектов в военных целях.

Еще раз акцентируем внимание на том, что в ходе выполнения задач Специальной военной операции Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации и воинские формирования Донецкой Народной Республики и Луганской Народной Республики не наносят ударов по объектам гражданской инфраструктуры.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции.
Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Еаага, «28» июля 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, No. 34, dated 5 July 2022, and No. 37, dated 25 July 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.
At a fats and oils industrial complex in the city of Slavyansk, in the People’s Republic of Donetsk, personnel from the Ukrainian Security Service are planning to carry out the explosive destruction in the near future of containers holding a total of over 120 tonnes of hexane, a chemically hazardous substance. These actions could result in the formation of a toxic cloud spreading over more than 10 kilometres. All of the residential areas of the city of Slavyansk and nearby towns would be in the zone of chemical exposure.

If this provocation is carried out, the Kiev authorities—in line with the now tried-and-true scenario—plan to accuse the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and the armed groups of the People’s Republic of Donetsk of allegedly engaging in indiscriminate strikes on potentially hazardous facilities, and then widely circulate these materials among both Ukrainian and Western media outlets, as well as a variety of Internet resources.

We call upon the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) to exert influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent provocations with toxic chemicals and the use of hazardous chemical facilities by Ukrainian armed groups for military purposes.

We would once again underscore the point that in the course of carrying out the tasks of the Special Military Operation, the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and the military formations of the People’s Republic of Donetsk and the People’s Republic of Lugansk do not launch strikes upon civil infrastructure.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention.
The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 25 July 2022

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

г. Гаага
В г. Константиновке Донецкой Народной Республики украинские националисты заминировали хранилища радиоактивных и химических отходов металлургического предприятия по производству свинца, которые они планируют взорвать при отступлении из города.

Вооруженные силы Украины, используя объекты химической промышленности для размещения подразделений и военной техники, создают предпосылки к возникновению техногенных аварий, в результате которых могут пострадать тысячи мирных граждан.

Призываем государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция) оказывать влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению провокаций с токсичными химикатами и использования вооруженными формированиями Украины химически опасных объектов в военных целях.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции. Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации не применяют и не планируют применять химическое оружие.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, and No. 34, dated 5 July 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.
In the city of Konstantinovka, in the People’s Republic of Donetsk, Ukrainian nationalists have planted explosives on storage units holding radioactive and chemical waste from a metallurgy enterprise that produces lead, and they plan to detonate these upon their retreat from the city.

The Armed Forces of Ukraine are using chemical industrial facilities to house troops and military equipment, thus creating the preconditions for the onset of a manmade disaster, which could result in thousands of civilian victims.

We call upon the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) to exert influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent provocations with toxic chemicals and the use of hazardous chemical facilities by Ukrainian armed groups for military purposes.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation do not use chemical weapons, nor do they plan to do so.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 25 July 2022

По имеющимся достоверным данным, в н.п. Николаевка, Донецкая Народная Республика, осуществляется подготовка

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ
ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ
ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

g. Гаага
провокации с применением отравляющих веществ. Для этого на насосно-фильтрационную станцию Славянской теплоэлектростанции украинские неонацисты завезли емкости с жидким хлором (свыше шести тысяч литров), которые они заминировали и планируют подорвать при подходе подразделений российских войск и формирований Донецкой Народной Республики.

В случае реализации такой провокации украинские власти намерены обвинить Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации в неизбирательных удах по химически опасным объектам с широким распространением сфабрикованных материалов в украинских и западных СМИ. Такие акции украинских националистов представляют непосредственную угрозу целям и принципам Конвенции.

Кроме того, вооруженные силы Украины, используя объекты химической промышленности для размещения подразделений и военной техники, создают предпосылки к возникновению техногенных аварий, в результате которых могут пострадать тысячи мирных граждан.

Так, в г.Николаеве на территории предприятия «УкрХимТрансАммиак» (ул.Владимира Станко) боевики оборудовали позиции артиллерии и РСЗО. В г.Харькове на предприятии «Харьков Химпром» (ул.Промышленная) дислоцированы подразделения территориальной обороны и размещено тяжелое вооружение. В г.Одессе в непосредственной близости от ОАО «Одесский портовый холодильник» (ул.Таможенная площадь) украинские войска разместили бронетехнику и крупнокалиберную артиллерию.

Призываем государства-участники оказать влияние на киевский режим и принять действенные меры по недопущению
использования вооруженными формированиями Украины химически опасных объектов в военных целях.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции. Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации не применяют и не планируют применять химическое оружие.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

ГЛАВА РОССИИ

Г. АБЗАВ БО 5 » июля 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, and No. 33, dated 29 June 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.

According to reliable information at hand, a provocation involving the use of toxic chemicals is being prepared in the town of
Nikolayevka, in the People’s Republic of Donetsk. For this purpose, Ukrainian neo-Nazis have brought containers of liquid chlorine into the water pumping and filtration unit of the Slavyansk thermal power plant and are planning to detonate them as Russian troops and units from the People’s Republic of Donetsk approach.

In the event that this provocation is carried out, the Ukrainian authorities intend to accuse the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation of launching indiscriminate strikes on hazardous chemical facilities and widely distribute fabricated materials among Ukrainian and Western media outlets. These actions on the part of Ukrainian nationalists pose a direct threat to the goals and principles of the Convention.

Furthermore, by using industrial chemical facilities to house their troops and military equipment, the Armed Forces of Ukraine are creating the preconditions for the onset of manmade disaster, which could lead to thousands of civilian victims.

For example, fighters have set up artillery positions and multiple-launch rocket systems on the premises of the enterprise “UkrKhimTransAmmiak” (on Vladimir Stanko Street) in the town of Nikolayev. Territorial defence units are stationed at the enterprise “Kharkov Khimprom” (on Promyshlennaya Street) in the city of Kharkov with heavy weaponry. In the city of Odessa, Ukrainian troops have placed armoured vehicles and heavy artillery in direct proximity to OAO “Odessky portovy kholodylnyk” (on Tamozhennaya Ploschad Street).

We call upon the States Parties to exert influence on the Kiev regime and take effective measures to prevent the
use of hazardous chemical facilities by Ukrainian armed groups for military purposes.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation do not use chemical weapons, nor do they plan to do so.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 05 July 2022

По имеющимся достоверным данным, сотрудниками службы безопасности Украины (далее СБУ) готовится
очередная провокация для обвинения Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации в применении химического оружия против мирного населения. В санаторий министерства охраны здоровья Украины «Приморский» (населенный пункт Курортный Одесской области) 18 июня 2022 года прибыли представители СБУ, которые прорабатывали с руководством учреждения вопросы приема, размещения и оказания медицинской помощи пострадавшим от поражения химическими веществами.

Заранее предупреждаем все государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция), что организаторы провокаций с токсичными химикатами планируют широкое распространение соответствующих материалов в украинских и западных СМИ, а также посредством Интернет-ресурсов. Такие акции украинских националистов представляют непосредственную угрозу целям и принципам Конвенции.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции. Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации не применяют и не планируют применять химическое оружие.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «[дата]» июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, No. 28, dated 6 June 2022, and No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the following information provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.

According to reliable information at hand, personnel of the Ukrainian Security Service (USS) are preparing another
provocation in order to blame the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation of the use of chemical weapons against civilians. Representatives of the USS arrived at the “Primorsky” health resort (at the town of Kurortny, Odessa Region) of the Ukrainian Ministry of Health on 18 June 2022 and worked with the facility’s management on matters concerning the intake and placement of, and administration of medical aid to, victims of chemical exposure.

We are warning all States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) in advance that the organisers of provocations involving toxic chemicals are planning the extensive distribution of relevant materials to Ukrainian and Western media outlets, as well as through Internet resources. These actions on the part of Ukrainian nationalists pose a direct threat to the goals and principles of the Convention.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation do not use chemical weapons, nor do they plan to do so.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]

[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 29 June 2022
Постоянное представительство Российской Федерации при Организации по запрещению химического оружия (ОЗХО) свидетельствует свое уважение Техническому секретариату ОЗХО (далее — Секретариат) и, ссылаясь на ноту Секретариата NV/ODG-290/22 от 10 июня 2022 года, имеет честь разъяснить информацию, представленную в ноте Постоянного представительства №29 от 9 июня 2022 года.

В упомянутой ноте изложен сценарий, которым, по данным Министерства обороны Российской Федерации, намеревается воспользоваться служба безопасности Украины для осуществления химической провокации в Сумской области с целью последующего обвинения Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации в применении химического оружия. Одной из составляющих этого плана является задействование потенциала ОЗХО для возможного подтверждения факта химического отравления. Российская Федерация не высказывает в этой связи претензий к Секретариату, как это было интерпретировано последним.

ТЕХНИЧЕСКОМУ СЕКРЕТАРИАТУ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ ПО ЗАПРЕЩЕНИЮ ХИМИЧЕСКОГО ОРУЖИЯ

г. Гаага
Постоянное представительство выражает уверенность в необходимости предпринимать все возможные усилия, направленные на предупреждение и предотвращение трагических событий, способных повлечь за собой ужасные последствия: гибель гражданского населения, химическое заражение воздуха, местности и водных источников. Именно с этой целью Российская сторона на регулярной основе передает в Секретариат и просит незамедлительно довести до сведения всех государств-участников поступающую информацию о химических приготовлениях украинских радикальных группировок.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции и призывает все остальные государства-участники уважать строго международный характер обязанностей Генерального директора, инспекторов и других сотрудников и не пытаться оказывать на них влияние при выполнении ими своих обязанностей в полном соответствии с положениями пункта 47 статьи VIII Конвенции. Постоянное представительство рассчитывает, что все стороны впредь будут воздержаться от выражения необоснованных сомнений в четком соблюдении Российской Федерацией всех без исключения положений Конвенции.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, « » июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, with reference to the Secretariat’s Note NV/ODG-290/22, dated 10 June 2022, has the honour of clarifying the information provided in Note No. 29, dated 9 June 2022, from the Permanent Representation.

The aforementioned Note described a scenario that, according to the information of the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation, Ukraine’s Security Service intends to take advantage of in order to carry out a chemical provocation in the Sumy Region, with the aim of subsequently accusing the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation of the use of chemical weapons. One of the elements of this plan is engaging the resources of the OPCW to potentially confirm an incident of chemical poisoning. The Russian Federation is not airing any grievances to the Secretariat in this regard, as the Secretariat had interpreted.
The Permanent Representation expresses its confidence in the need to make every possible effort to forewarn and prevent tragic events capable of having horrendous consequences: civilian deaths, and chemical contamination of the air, ground, and water sources. It is with this goal that the Russian side regularly submits to the Secretariat incoming information about chemical preparations by radical Ukrainian groups and requests immediate distribution thereof among all States Parties.

The Russian Federation reaffirms its firm commitment to its obligations under the Convention and calls upon all other States Parties to respect the strictly international nature of the responsibilities of the Director-General, inspectors, and other staff, and not to try to exert any influence on them as they fulfil their obligations in full compliance with the provisions of paragraph 47 of Article VIII of the Convention. The Permanent Representation believes that going forward, all sides will refrain from voicing unsubstantiated doubts regarding the Russian Federation’s strict compliance with all of the provisions of the Convention without exception.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its very highest consideration.

[initials]
[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 14 June 2022
Embassy of Ukraine
in the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Nо 61219/35-196/50-40800

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 N° 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March N° 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 N° 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March N° 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March N° 61219/30-196/50-21493, Note Verbale dated 07 April N° 61219/30-196/50-24179, Note Verbale dated 12 April N° 61219/30-196/50-25231, Note Verbale dated 25 April N° 61219/30-196/50-28451, Note Verbale dated 09 May N° 61219/30-196/50-60, Note Verbale dated 11 May N° 61219/30-196/50-31834, Note Verbale dated 24 May N° 61219/30-196/50-31885, Note Verbale dated 30 May N° 61219/30-196/50-36735 and Note Verbale dated 31 May N° 61219/30-196/50-37431 and informs the OPCW that during the last two weeks the Russian Federation has been undertaking a constant and indiscriminate bombardment of the city of Severodonetsk in Lugansk Region. The key tactical goal of the occupiers has not changed. They are pressing for control of Severodonetsk, where very fierce fighting is going on - literally for every meter of territory.

The Kremlin Regime is determined to conquer the city at any cost. As the result of indiscriminate Russian shelling 500 Ukrainian civilians are sheltering in the basement of “Azot” chemical plant. The shelling caused a huge fire to break out on 12 June and there is a serious risk of more release of toxic chemicals.

We call on Russia to immediately cease firing and to stop killing innocent Ukrainian people.

Technical Secretariat
of the OPCW
The Hague
We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitor all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

Russia is an aggressor State. Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Kremlin Regime on our territory. We are acting in strict compliance with relevant provisions of the CWC.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 13 June 2022
The Technical Secretariat (the “Secretariat”) of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (“OPCW”) presents its compliments to the Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (“Permanent Representation”) and has the honour to acknowledge receipt of the Note Verbale of the Permanent Representation No. 29, dated 9 June 2022.

The Secretariat expresses its concern at the claims levelled by the Russian Federation against the Secretariat in its Note Verbale No. 29 and recalls that the Secretariat works impartially for 193 States Parties to the Convention, including the Russian Federation and Ukraine.

Moreover, the Secretariat recalls that its personnel is composed of international civil servants who originate from more than 80 countries from all regions of the world, who perform their duties in the most independent way. The Secretariat emphasises that in performance of its duties, in line with Art. VIII paragraph 46 of the Chemical Weapons Convention (“Convention”), the Secretariat staff does not seek or receive instructions from any Government or from any other source external to the Organisation. It is the responsibility of all States Parties, including the Russian Federation, to ensure that the personnel of the Secretariat is able to carry out its activities in the best possible conditions without undue interference and with the utmost regard for the safety and independence of the Secretariat’s personnel.

On its part, the Secretariat will continue to perform its functions impartially, with the highest international standards that guarantee an unquestionable professionalism and independence. It will do so inter alia through monitoring any breaches of the Convention such as allegations of use of chemical weapons, assisting States Parties when needed, and when in line with the mandates it has received under the Convention and decisions by the OPCW Conference of the States Parties and the Executive Council.

The Secretariat invites the Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the OPCW to refrain from such unfounded claims and is informed that the present Note Verbale of the Secretariat, together with Note Verbale No. 29 of the Permanent Representation, will be shared with all States Parties, and posted on the OPCW public website.

The Technical Secretariat of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 10 June 2022

Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the OPCW
Andries Bickerweg 2
2517 JP The Hague

Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the OPCW
Andries Bickerweg 2
2517 JP The Hague

По имеющимся достоверным данным, сотрудниками службы безопасности Украины готовится очередная
провокация с применением опасных химических веществ. В городе Сумы военнослужащим вооруженных сил Украины и личному составу подразделений территориальной обороны выданы костюмы химической защиты. Проводятся тренировки по порядку действий при объявлении химической тревоги. По замыслу Киева, подразделения вооруженных сил Украины нанесут артиллерийские удары из населенных пунктов Сумской области по приграничным районам Российской Федерации. После постановочного ответного огневого воздействия, якобы осуществленного российскими Вооруженными Силами, в районе провокации сотрудники украинских спецслужб собираются распылить сильнодействующие ядовитые вещества.

Заранее предупреждаем все государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – КЗХО), что по планам организаторов этой провокации, факт химического отравления должен быть зафиксирован экспертами Организации по запрещению химического оружия и использован для последующего обвинения Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации в применении химического оружия.

Российская Федерация подтверждает твердую приверженность своим обязательствам по КЗХО. Вооруженные Силы России не применяют химическое оружие. Все его запасы уничтожены в 2017 году под строгим международным контролем, что и было подтверждено ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.
Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «9» июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, No. 26, dated 1 June 2022 and No. 27, dated 6 June 2022, has the honour of informing the Secretariat of the following information as provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.

According to reliable information at hand, personnel of the Ukrainian Security Service are preparing another
Provocation involving the use of hazardous chemicals. In the city of Sumy, servicemen with the Ukrainian Armed Forces and personnel of divisions of territorial defence have been issued chemical protective suits. Training is being conducted on actions to be taken in the event that a chemical alarm is sounded. Kiev expects that Ukrainian Armed Forces troops will launch artillery fire from towns in the Sumy Region targeting areas of the Russian Federation along the border. After retaliatory fire is staged to look like it has come from the Russian Armed Forces, personnel from the Ukrainian Special Services will gather to disperse a potent toxic substance.

We are warning all States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) in advance that according to the plans of those organising this provocation, the actual instance of chemical poisoning is to be recorded by the experts of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and used to subsequently accuse the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation of using chemical weapons.

The Russian Federation confirms its strong commitment to its obligations under the Convention. The Russian Armed Forces do not use chemical weapons. Its entire stockpile was destroyed in 2017 under strict international control, which was confirmed by the OPCW.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.
The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.
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The Hague, 9 June 2022

Кievские власти, осознавая невозможность дальнейшего сопротивления и удержания промышленной зоны в городе Северодонецк Луганской Народной Республики, приказали сводной тактической группе (уцелевший личный состав
отдельной десантно-штурмовой бригады вооруженных сил Украины, 117 и 118 отдельных батальонов 111 отдельной бригады территориальной обороны) заминировать на северодонецком предприятии «Азот» емкости с селитрой и азотной кислотой, общий объем которых превышает 100 тонн.

По замыслу Киева, подрыв этих цистерн с ядовитыми химикатами позволит задержать наступление подразделений Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации путем создания зоны химического заражения. Украинских националистов не останавливает тот факт, что в результате данного террористического акта с применением токсичных химикатов могут пострадать мирные граждане, как это ранее произошло с жителями населенных пунктов Кременное и Рубежное в результате подрыва неонацистами (31 мая 2022 года) цистерны с азотной кислотой на этом же предприятии.

В случае реализации этой бесчеловечной акции киевские власти по уже отработанному сценарию планируют обвинить Вооруженные Силы Российской Федерации в создании техногенной экологической катастрофы с широким распространением этих материалов в украинских и западных СМИ, а также на различных Интернет-ресурсах.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Паарга. «06» июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, No. 25, dated 31 May 2022, and No. 26, dated 1 June 2022, has the honour of informing the Secretariat of the following information as provided by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.

The Kiev authorities, having recognised that it is not possible to continue to resist and hold the industrial zone in the city of Severodonetsk, in the People’s Republic of Lugansk, have instructed a composite task group (the surviving contingent of
the 79th detached air assault brigade of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, the 117th and 118th detached battalions, and the 111th detached territorial defence brigade) to plant explosives on containers of the Severodonetsk enterprise “Azot” holding nitrate and nitric acid, the total amount of which exceeds 100 tonnes.

According to Kiev’s plan, the explosive destruction of these tankers containing toxic chemicals will make it possible to hold back the advance of troops of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation by creating a chemical contamination zone. Ukrainian nationalists are not deterred by the fact that this terrorist act involving toxic chemicals could lead to the suffering of peaceful civilians, similar to what took place with the residents of the towns of Kremennaya and Rubezhnoye following the explosive destruction by neo-Nazis (31 May 2022) of tankers containing nitric acid at this very same enterprise.

In the event that this inhumane act is carried out, the Kiev authorities, working within their tried and tested scenario, plan to accuse the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation of creating a manmade environmental catastrophe and will broadcast these materials in Ukrainian and Western media outlets, as well as on various Internet resources.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.
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The Hague, 6 June 2022
Постоянное представительство Российской Федерации при Организации по запрещению химического оружия (далее – ОЗХО) свидетельствует свое уважение Техническому секретариату ОЗХО (далее – Секретариат) и, ссылаясь на ноту Постоянного представительства Российской Федерации при ОЗХО №26 от 1 июня 2022 года, привлекает внимание Секретариата к ложным сведениям, изложенным в нотах Постоянного представительства Украины при ОЗХО №61219/35-196/50-37431 от 31 мая 2022 года и Постоянного представительства Великобритании при ОЗХО №63/2022 от 1 июня 2022 года.

На одной из фотографий, приложенных к вышеуказанной ноте Постоянного представительства Украины при ОЗХО, отчетливо видны деревья, не имеющие лиственного покрова, что однозначно не соответствует погодно-климатическим условиям на Украине по состоянию на конец мая 2022 года. Это вызывает обоснованные сомнения в том, что данная
фотография имеет отношение к событиям, произошедшим 31 мая 2022 года на заводе «Азот» в городе Северодонецке Луганской Народной Республики. Предоставление такого рода ложных данных свидетельствует о готовности украинской стороны идти на сознательный подлог с целью намеренного введения в заблуждение Секретариата и думающих государств-участников Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – Конвенция).

Тем не менее, несмотря на своевременное предупреждение Российской стороны о готовящихся украинскими националистами химических провокациях, а также предоставление украинской стороной заведомо сфальсифицированных данных, Постоянное представительство Великобритании при ОЗХО, демонстративно закрывая глаза на явные нестыковки в украинской версии происходящего, поспешило обвинить Российскую Федерацию в нанесении безответственных ударов по объектам украинской химической промышленности, подготовке к применению химического оружия на Украине и развернутой на площадке ОЗХО дезинформационной кампании.

Категорически отвергаем эти безосновательные утверждения, которые идут в русле традиционного для Великобритании в последнее время стиля «highly likely». Это относится, в частности, к провокациям «Белых касок» и вооруженной оппозиции на территории Сирии, сфальсифицированному «делу Скрипалей», а также конспирологической истории с мнимым отравлением А.Навального. Ни одного сколько-нибудь серьезного доказательства этих обвинений ни Российской стороне, ни государствам-участникам КЗХО предоставлено не было.
Российская Федерация подтверждает приверженность своим обязательствам по Конвенции и выражает глубокую обеспокоенность развернутой украинской стороной, а теперь и Великобританией кампанией по дезинформации, цель которой — намеренное введение в заблуждение международного сообщества. Украинские националисты являются единственными, у кого есть мотив для применения токсичных химикатов в качестве оружия.

Постоянное представительство просит незамедлительно распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Представитель,

дата: 06 июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, with reference to Note Verbale No. 26, dated 1 June 2022 from the Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation, draws the attention of the Secretariat to the false information set out in Note Verbales No. 61219/35-196/50-37431, dated 31 May 2022 from the Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW, and No. 63/2022, dated 1 June 2022, from the Permanent Representation of Great Britain to the OPCW.

One of the photographs attached to the aforementioned Note by the Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW clearly depicts trees without leaves, which unequivocally does not match the weather and climate conditions in Ukraine as at the end of May 2022. This gives rise to substantial doubts that said
photograph is related to the events that took place on 31 May 2022 at the “Azot” plant in the city of Severodonetsk, in the People’s Republic of Lugansk. The presentation of this kind of false information speaks to the readiness of the Ukrainian side to intentionally resort to fabrication in order to purposely mislead the Secretariat and rational States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”).

Nevertheless, in spite of the prompt warning from the Russian side of the chemical provocations being prepared by Ukrainian nationalists, as well as the provision by the Ukrainian side of knowingly falsified information, the Permanent Representation of Great Britain to the OPCW demonstratively ignored the obvious flaws in the Ukrainian account of what took place and rushed to accuse the Russian Federation of launching reckless strikes against Ukrainian chemical industry facilities, preparing for the use of chemical weapons in Ukraine, and launching a disinformation campaign within the OPCW.

We categorically reject these groundless assertions, which are traditionally in keeping with Great Britain’s recent style of “highly likely”. This refers, in particular, to the provocations of the “White Helmets” and the armed opposition in Syrian territory, the falsification of the “Skripal affair”, and the conspiratorial tale of the alleged poisoning of Mr Navalny. Not even the slightest bit of serious evidence of these accusations has been presented either to the Russian side or to the States Parties to the Convention.
The Russian Federation confirms its dedication to its obligations under the Convention and expresses its deep concern regarding the disinformation campaign conducted by the Ukrainian side—and now Great Britain—the goal of which is to mislead the international community. Ukrainian nationalists are the only ones with a motive to use toxic chemicals as a weapon.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be immediately distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 6 June 2022
Постоянное представительство Российской Федерации при Организации по запрещению химического оружия (далее — ОЗХО) свидетельствует свое уважение Техническому секретариату ОЗХО (далее — Секретариат) и, ссылаясь на ноту Постоянного представительства № 17 от 7 мая 2022 года, имеет честь привлечь внимание Секретариата к ложным сведениям, изложенным в ноте Постоянного представительства Украины при ОЗХО № 61219/35-196/50-37431 от 31 мая 2022 года.

Министерство обороны Российской Федерации еще 6 мая 2022 года предупреждало о готовящейся украинскими националистами провокации на заводе «Азот» в городе Северодонецке Луганской Народной Республики путем минирования емкостей с опасными химическими веществами. Постоянное представительство своевременно информировало об этом Секретариат и государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее — Конвенция) вышеупомянутой нотой № 17. В ней, в частности, сообщалось,
что украинские националисты заминировали емкости с химически веществами (аммиак, аммиачная селитра, азотная кислота) для их немедленного подрыва в случае вынужденного оставления своих позиций. Цель – обвинить российских военнослужащих в уничтожении мирных жителей и возникновении техногенной катастрофы. Реализация данного плана чревата химическим заражением воздуха, местности и водоисточников. При этом особую опасность представляет возможность попадания сильнодействующих ядовитых веществ в реку Северный Донец, которая является основной водной артерией и источником питьевой воды для Восточной Украины и республик Донбасса.

К сожалению, несмотря на предупреждения Российской стороны, украинские радикалы решились на такой акт отчаяния. В этой связи Следственный комитет Российской Федерации зафиксирует и проведет расследование факта подрыва цистерны с химикатами в городе Северодонецке.

Провокации украинских националистов с применением химического оружия против гражданского населения представляют непосредственную угрозу целям и принципам Конвенции.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников Конвенции и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

[Подпись и дата]

[Дата]: 01 июня 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, referring to the Permanent Representation’s Note Verbale No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the false information provided in Note Verbale No. 61219/35-196/50-37431, dated 31 May 2022, from the Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW.

As early as on 6 May 2022, the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation warned about the provocation at the “Azot” plant in the city of Severodonetsk, in the People’s Republic of Lugansk, being prepared by Ukrainian nationalists planting bombs on containers holding hazardous chemicals. The Permanent Representation promptly made this information available to the Secretariat and States Parties to the Convention on Chemical Weapons (hereinafter “the Convention”), in the aforementioned Note Verbale No. 17. It read, inter alia, that Ukrainian nationalists had planted bombs on containers containing chemicals (ammonium, ammonium nitrate, nitric acid) in order to cause immediate explosion should they be forced to abandon their positions. The objective would be to accuse the Russian military of killing peaceful residents and triggering a man-made catastrophe. The implementation of this plan
would lead to the chemical contamination of the air, ground, and water sources. Furthermore, the possibility of highly active toxic chemicals contaminating the Seversky Donetsk river poses a particular danger; this river is a key waterway and a source of potable water for Eastern Ukraine and the republics of the Donbass.

Regrettably, despite the warnings by the Russian side, Ukrainian radicals went for this move of desperation. In this respect, the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation will take note of, and investigate, the act of detonating the containers holding chemicals in the city of Severodonetsk.

The provocations by Ukrainian nationalists using chemical weapons against the civil population constitute a direct threat to the purposes and principles of the Convention.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.
Note No. 63/2022

Her Britannic Majesty's Permanent Representation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (the Secretariat) and refers to the Russian Federation's Note Verbale No. 5, dated 10 March 2022; No. 6, dated 22 March 2022; No. 7, dated 30 March 2022; No. 9, dated 6 April 2022; No. 11, dated 7 April 2022; No. 14, dated 11 April 2022; No. 16, dated 25 April 2022; No. 17, dated 7 May 2022; No. 18, dated 12 May 2022; No. 19, dated 18 May 2022 and No 23 dated 30 May. The United Kingdom requests that this Note Verbale be circulated to all States Parties as soon as possible and made available on Catalyst and the OPCW website.

The United Kingdom condemns the Russian Federation's military assault on Ukraine, which is an egregious violation of international law and the UN Charter. Russian military airstrikes on Ukraine's chemical industry facilities are deeply irresponsible.

The series of allegations from the Russian Federation about chemical weapons 'provocations' being prepared in Ukraine are without basis. Wild accusations, made in order to distract from its own behaviour, are an established feature of Russian disinformation. Russia bears sole responsibility for its attack on Ukraine, a sovereign democratic state.

The Russian Federation has never previously raised concerns in the OPCW about chemical weapons related activities in Ukraine. Now, three months on from its illegal invasion, it appears the Russian Federation is hastily retrofitting a justification for its actions.

Suggestions that the United Kingdom or other states are supporting Ukrainian 'chemical provocations' are baseless. The United Kingdom, Ukraine and the vast
majority of States around the world oppose the use of chemical weapons in all circumstances.

The Russian Federation, in contrast, has shown that it is prepared to flout the core tenets of the Chemical Weapons Convention, whether in relation to its own actions or those of its allies in the Syrian Arab Republic. It is worth noting just how many cases of chemical weapons use in recent years have had some connection to the Russian Federation.

The latest Russian disinformation campaign reflects similar tactics used to try and cover up chemical weapons use by the Asad regime in Syria. Independent, impartial international investigations have now confirmed eight separate uses of chemical weapons by the Asad regime. The Russian Federation has denied each one and abused its position on the UN Security Council to shield the Asad regime from accountability.

Russian state agents were responsible for the use of a chemical weapon in Salisbury in 2018, as well as the attempted poisoning of Alexey Navalny in Russia in 2020. In both cases the OPCW Technical Secretariat confirmed the use of a nerve agent from the Novichok group. This category of nerve agent was developed in the former Soviet Union as part of a programme maintained by the Russian Federation.

It is possible that the recent succession of unfounded Russian allegations about Ukraine is a prelude to the use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation. It is deeply concerning that on 11 April, a proxy for the Russian Federation in occupied areas of Ukraine, Eduard Basurin, called for chemical weapons to be used to 'smoke out' Ukrainian forces defending Mariupol.

Any use of chemical weapons in Ukraine by the Russian Federation would be a violation of the Chemical Weapons Convention. Such a step would be completely unacceptable and would have severe consequences.
Her Britannic Majesty’s Permanent Representation to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurance of its highest consideration.

British Embassy
The Hague
1 June 2022

Having made little progress on the battlefield, on the 31 of May at 06:45 pm the Russian military targeted the large-scale chemical industry complex "Azot" in order to create chemical pollution. The Russian military's strikes in this area, including blind aerial bombing, are just madness.
As a result of the airstrikes a railway tank containing nitric acid was damaged. A huge cloud of toxic chemicals was released and moved across the city. The weather conditions as of 07:00 pm on 31 of May 2022 were: air temperature: 28°C, soil temperature: 27 °C, wind speed: 3 m/s, clear, southwest wind.

According to preliminary calculations a full tank of nitric acid (54.5 m³) could cause a leak of chemicals up to 2 km in height and distributed over 5 km², with an evaporation time of up to 2 days.

Because of the constant Russian bombardment of the Severodonetsk and street fights in the city Ukrainian Authorities are making every effort to mitigate the possible threat to the civilian population. No casualties have yet been reported.

We urge the OPCW and the States Parties to continue closely monitor all possible violations of the CWC by the Kremlin regime in Ukraine.

Russia is an aggressor State. Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on our territory. We are acting in strict compliance with relevant provisions of the CWC.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 31 May 2022

Министерство обороны Российской Федерации в ходе брифинга 21 мая 2022 года проинформировало о том, что в районе города Одессы на «Одесском припортовом заводе»
находились хранилища с топливом, предназначенным для бронетехники украинских националистов. 20 мая 2022 года высокоточными ракетами ВКС России были уничтожены исключительно упомянутые хранилища с топливом. Информация Министерства обороны России была подтверждена украинской стороной, в частности, Оперативным командованием Юг ВСУ, которое сообщило 21 мая 2022 года об отсутствии в результате ракетного удара пострадавших и угрозы здоровью мирного населения и окружающей среде.

Учитывая намерения киевских властей спровоцировать химический инцидент и возложить вину на нашу страну за использование ОМУ, Российская Федерация прилагает всеческие усилия по недопущению такого рода акций и защите химических предприятий, расположенных на украинской территории. Минобороны России неоднократно отмечало многочисленные вопиющие факты использования киевскими властями объектов гражданской инфраструктуры в военных целях.

Нота украинской стороны является частью агрессивной кампании дезинформации и пропаганды с целью голословного обвинения нашей страны в нарушении своих обязательств по КЗХО и создания информационного фона для сокрытия свидетельств продолжающейся деструктивной политики киевского режима в отношении собственных граждан.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.
Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «30» мая 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, and No. 23, dated 30 May 2022, has the honour of drawing the attention of the Secretariat to the false information provided in Note Verbale No. 61219/35-196/50-34885, dated 24 May 2022, from the Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW.

At the briefing on 21 May 2022, the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation stated that, at the Odessa Port Plant located near the city of Odessa, there were storage sites holding fuel for the armoured vehicles of Ukrainian nationalists. On 20 May 2022, high-precision missiles of the Russian Aerospace Forces destroyed only the aforementioned fuel storage sites. The information of the Russian Ministry of Defence was confirmed by the Ukrainian side, particularly by the Operational Command South of the Ukrainian Armed Forces that
stated on 21 May 2022 that there had been no casualties or threat to the health of civilians or to the environment as a result of the missile strike.

Considering the intent of Kiev authorities to provoke a chemical incident and cast the blame for using WMD on our country, the Russian Federation makes every effort to prevent any such actions and to protect chemical enterprises located on Ukrainian territory. The Russian Ministry of Defence has repeatedly noted the many blatant facts concerning the Kiev authorities having used civil infrastructure for military purposes.

The Note by the Ukrainian side is part of an aggressive disinformation and propaganda campaign aimed at baselessly accusing our country of violating its obligations under the Convention, and creating a media coverage to conceal the evidence of the continuing destructive policy of the Kiev regime towards its citizens.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]
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The Hague, 31 May 2022

As a result of this targeted shelling the tightness of the branch of the ammonia pipeline was damaged (approximately 200 mm of diameter) and there was a leak of ammonia (no pressure in the pipeline). A toxic cloud moved over the ground (southeast wind 3-4 m/s, no precipitation) from the village of Travneve towards Bakhmut (16 km), Odradivka (12 km), Gladosove (2 km), Opytne (16 km), Dacha (5 km) and Mykolayivka Druha (10 km).
The local authorities and the State Emergency Service of Ukraine swiftly alerted the civilian population of the whole region to the possible threats and how to protect themselves. No casualties were reported.

We urge the OPCW and the State Parties to continue to closely monitor all actions by Russia inside Ukraine sovereign territory which could violate the CWC.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 30 May 2022

По данным, представленным пленными украинскими военнослужащими, боевики националистических батальонов осуществляют подготовку очередной провокации с применением отравляющих веществ. Планируется обстрел приграничной территории Российской Федерации из жилого...
района города Сумы с тем, чтобы спровоцировать российские подразделения на ответный удар, после чего взорвать емкости с химически опасными веществами. Если раньше в ходе подготовки диверсий с применением токсичных химикатов украинские власти выводили мирное население из районов планируемого заряжения, то теперь для получения «максимального резонанса» эвакуация гражданских лиц не проводится.

Для фото- и видеосъемки в городе Сумы находятся журналисты иностранных информационных агентств. Российская сторона заранее предупреждает Секретариат, а также все государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – КЗХО), что после осуществления указанных и других подобных провокаций украинские власти планируют распространить обвинения в адрес Российской Федерации через западные средства массовой информации, различные Интернет-ресурсы и медиа-платформы.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «30» мая 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, and No. 19, dated 18 May 2022, has the honour of advising the Secretariat of the following information provided by the Defence Ministry of the Russian Federation.

According to information provided by Ukrainian prisoners of war, fighters of nationalist battalions are preparing another provocation involving toxic substances. There are plans to shell the border territory of the Russian Federation from the residential
area of the city of Sumy in order to provoke Russian units to launch a counter strike, and subsequently detonate containers holding hazardous chemical substances. In contrast to previous preparations for provocations involving toxic chemicals, where the Ukrainian authorities would evacuate civilians from areas of planned contamination, this time civilians are not being evacuated in order to attract “maximum attention”.

There are journalists from foreign media outlets in Sumy, prepared to take photos and record video. The Russian side is forewarning the Secretariat, as well as all States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) that once this and other similar provocations have been carried out, the Ukrainian authorities intend to place the blame on the Russian Federation through Western media outlets and various Internet resources and media platforms.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 No 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March No 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 No 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March No 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March No 61219/30-196/50-21493, Note Verbale dated 07 April No 61219/30-196/50-24179, Note Verbale dated 12 April No 61219/30-196/50-25231, Note Verbale dated 25 April No 61219/30-196/50-28451, Note Verbale dated 09 May No 61219/30-196/50-60 and Note Verbale dated 11 May No 61219/30-196/50-31834 and wishes to condemn in the strongest possible terms the latest attempts by the Russian Federation to justify its illegal invasion of the sovereign territory of Ukraine, in violation of the UN Charter.

The Russian Federation is now conducting a blatant disinformation campaign targeting States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention to spread completely false information about Ukraine.

Having no obvious success on the battlefield and with clear evidence showing that Russia is shelling civilian and industrial infrastructure, Russia is now trying to justify its actions. Meanwhile, Russia's military aggression is causing daily losses among the civilian population.

Technical Secretariat of the OPCW
The Hague
The Kremlin regime has given the order to conquer the territory and destroy the free people of Ukraine at any cost.

Most recently, Russia's armed aggression included the shelling of the JSC Odessa port plant on May 20, 2022, one of the largest industrial enterprises in Ukraine for the production of mineral fertilizers. With the involvement of 75 specialists and 20 units of special equipment, the fire at the facility (300 sq.m.) was brought under control by the Ukraine authorities. Russia's reckless attacks could easily cause very serious chemical leaks and more casualties.

We emphasize that Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and rejects absolutely all assertions to the contrary by the Russian Federation. Russia is the aggressor state. The false allegations made by Russia are intended to cover up their own provocations, including the possible use of chemical weapons against Ukrainian people.

We urge the OPCW and the State Parties to continue to closely monitor all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 24 May 2022

Службой безопасности Украины и националистами 16 мая 2022 года в 13:35 на ферме, расположенной в полутора километрах северо-западнее населенного пункта Мазановка был произведен подрыв заблаговременно заложенного фугасного боеприпаса, усиленного накладкой до одной тонны
аммиачной селитры. В результате взрыва образовалось ядовитое облако высотой около одного километра, которое сместилось в сторону населенного пункта Краматорск. Целью этой провокации является обвинение российской армии в применении химического оружия. Следственный комитет Российской Федерации в рамках расследуемых уголовных дел намерен установить обстоятельства провокации украинских националистов.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, «18» мая 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, and No. 18, dated 12 May 2022, has the honour of informing the Secretariat of the following information submitted by the Defence Ministry of the Russian Federation.

On 16 May 2022 at 13:35 on a farm, located one-and-a-half kilometres to the northwest of the town of Mazanovka, the Ukrainian Security Service and nationalists carried out the explosive destruction of a pre-planted high-explosive round that was amplified with an overlay of up to one tonne of ammonium nitrate.
A toxic cloud formed after the explosion, reaching roughly one kilometre high, and moved towards the town of Kramatorsk. The goal of this provocation is to accuse the Russian army of using chemical weapons. The Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation, within the framework of criminal cases under investigation, intends to establish the circumstances of the provocations of Ukrainian nationalists.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]
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The Hague, 18 May 2022

Службой безопасности Украины и националистами 11 мая 2022 года в районе населенного пункта Долгенько Харьковской области осуществлён подрыв цистерны с удобрениями, предположительно аммиачной селитрой, в результате чего образовалось облако оранжевого дыма, которое
через некоторое время рассеялось. Пострадавших в результате данной акции среди военнослужащих и мирного населения нет. Целью этой провокации является обвинение российской армии в применении химического оружия.

Российская сторона неоднократно предупреждала о готовящихся националистами подобных провокациях, одной из основных задач которых является получение Украиной дополнительной военной помощи у стран Запада.

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО и разместить ее на веб-сайте ОЗХО.

Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, 4 мая 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, and No. 17, dated 7 May 2022, has the honour of informing the Secretariat of the following information submitted by the Defence Ministry of the Russian Federation.

On 11 May 2022 near the town of Dolgenkoye in the Kharkhov Region, the Ukrainian Security Service and nationalists carried out the explosive destruction of containers holding fertilizers, presumably ammonium nitrate, resulting in the formation of a cloud of orange smoke,
dissipated after some time. There were no casualties among the military or the civilian population. The goal of this provocation is to accuse the Russian Army of using chemical weapons.

The Russian side has repeatedly warned of nationalists preparing similar provocations, one of the goals of which is to secure additional military assistance for Ukraine from Western countries.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention and published on the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

[initials]
[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 12 May 2022
No 61219/35-196/50-31834

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 No 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March No 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 No 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March No 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March No 61219/30-196/50-21493, Note Verbale dated 07 April No 61219/30-196/50-24179, Note Verbale dated 12 April No 61219/30-196/50-25231, Note Verbale dated 25 April No 61219/30-196/50-28451 and Note Verbale dated 09 May No 61219/30-196/50-60 informs the OPCW that according to the information from the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine there are significant grounds to believe that Russian troops have used chemical weapons against units of Armed Forces of Ukraine on May 1, 2022 near the city of Mykolaiv, on May 7, 2022 near the settlement of Dovhenke and on May 11, 2022 near the city of Izyum.

Spread of a chemical substance caused the following symptoms among Ukrainian military: nausea, vomiting without relief, suffocation, consciousness loss, ascending convulsions and weakness. According to the official medical reports 5 people are affected by an unknown poisonous substance.

Technical Secretariat
of the OPCW
The Hague
Ukrainian side is gathering facts and important evidence of the possible use of chemical weapons. The Technical Secretariat will be informed about the progress of the investigation in due course.

We urge the OPCW and the State Parties to continue closely monitor all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, May 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 № 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March № 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 № 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March № 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March № 61219/30-196/50-21493, Note Verbale dated 07 April № 61219/30-196/50-24179, Note Verbale dated 12 April № 61219/30-196/50-25231 and Note Verbale dated 25 April № 61219/30-196/50-28451 informs the OPCW that the Russia’s irresponsible actions pose the gravest chemical contamination threats for Ukraine.

The Russian Federation attempts to use the OPCW as a tool of political propaganda aimed at justification of its illegal actions on the ground. Since the beginning of the full-scale aggression against Ukraine the Kremlin regime has distributed 8 notes with entirely fake information. The Russian Federation note verbal published on the 9th of May 2022 is another example of this. The only reason for this continued disinformation appears to be the inability of Russia to reach its goals at the battlefield by the date defined by Kremlin regime – May 9th and their uncertainty concerning the outcomes of military actions in the next days. Feeling that the defeat is close Russian troops may use weapons of mass destruction as the last argument.

Technical Secretariat of the OPCW
The Hague
Distribution of Note verbal through the OPCW is a Russian attempt to prepare the international community to the possibility of use of chemicals in their war against Ukraine.

We would like to remind that on March 16, 2022 the International Court of Justice has satisfied Ukraine's request and obliged Russia to immediately suspend the military operations that it commenced on February 24, 2022 in the territory of Ukraine. This decision is legally binding and has immediate implications on Russia in accordance with the international law. Since this decision is adopted further continuation of the war by the Kremlin is not only a violation of international law, but a violation of the decision of one of the most authoritative judicial institutions in the world.

We urge Russia to fully implement decision of the International Court of Justice and withdraw its forces from the territory of Ukraine.

Despite Russia's false allegations, Ukraine has neither intention, nor steps taken aimed at usage of chemical weapons.

Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on our territory. We are acting in strict compliance with relevant provisions of the CWC.

We urge the OPCW to continue closely monitor all violations of the CWC by Russia in Ukraine. We remain very grateful to those States Parties that have already offered protective assistance to Ukraine and we would like to encourage other States Parties to provide advice and assistance as provided for in Article X.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 09 May 2022

Достоверно установлено, что по указанию кураторов из США и Великобритании подразделения вооруженных сил Украины и националистические батальоны оборудуют мощные укрепленные районы на крупных предприятиях, в том числе химической промышленности.

г. Гаага
Так, на территории «Азот» в г. Северодонецке Луганской Народной Республики, боевики разместили тяжелое вооружение, а в качестве «живого щита» в подземных сооружениях удерживают более тысячи работников завода и местных жителей. При этом националисты систематически обстреливают из реактивных систем залпового огня населенные пункты Первомайск, Стаханов и Калиново, тем самым провоцируя Вооруженные силы Российской Федерации на ответный удар. Цель — обвинить российских военнослужащих в уничтожении мирных жителей и возникновении техногенной катастрофы в Луганской Народной Республике. Также украинские националисты заминировали емкости с химически веществами (аммиак, аммиачная селитра, азотная кислота) для их немедленного подрыва в случае вынужденного оставления своих позиций.

Реализация данного плана приведет к химическому заражению воздуха, местности и водоисточников. При этом, особую опасность представляет возможность попадания сильнодействующих ядовитых веществ в реку Северный Донец, которая является основной водной артерией и источником питьевой воды для Восточной Украины и республик Донбасса.

Совершение подобных провокаций боевиками националистических батальонов, в соответствии с показаниями пленных военнослужащих Вооруженных сил Украины, спланировано и на других объектах в границах так называемого «треугольника химической промышленности» (Северодонецк, Лисичанск и Рубежное, общая площадь – 338 кв. километров, население – около 300 тыс. человек). На указанной территории сконцентрировано более 30 предприятий

Кроме того, по имеющейся достоверной оперативной информации, в населенных пунктах Высокополье, Ивановка, Князевка и Тополиное Херсонской области, а также в Апостолово Днепропетровской области служба безопасности Украины планирует провокации с применением химического оружия для дальнейшего обвинения Вооруженных сил России. При этом, если ранее при подготовке подобных провокаций мирное население выводилось из района планируемого заражения, то теперь для получения максимального резонанса, оповещение населения не проводилось.

Заранее предупреждаем ОЗХО, а также все государства-участники Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – КЗХО), что после осуществления указанных и других подобных провокаций украинские власти планируют распространить обвинения в адрес Российской Федерации через западные средства массовой информации и различные Интернет-ресурсы.

Планирующиеся украинскими националистами провокации с применением химического оружия против гражданского населения представляют непосредственную угрозу целям и принципам КЗХО

Постоянное представительство просит распространить данную ноту среди всех государств-участников КЗХО.
Постоянное представительство пользуется случаем, чтобы возобновить Секретариату уверения в своем весьма высоком уважении.

Гаага, 20 мая 2022 года
The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (hereinafter “the Secretariat”) and, in addition to the Permanent Representation’s Notes Verbales No. 5, dated 10 March 2022, No. 6, dated 22 March 2022, No. 7, dated 30 March 2022, No. 9, dated 6 April 2022, No. 11, dated 7 April 2022, No. 14, dated 11 April 2022, and No. 16, dated 25 April 2022, has the honour of informing the Secretariat of the following information submitted by the Defence Ministry of the Russian Federation.

It has been reliably established that, per the instructions of the minders of the United States and Great Britain, divisions of the Ukrainian Armed Forces and nationalist battalions are equipping powerful, fortified areas at major enterprises, including those in the chemical industry.
On the premises of “Azot” in the city of Severodonetsk, in the People’s Republic of Lugansk, fighters have placed heavy weaponry, and as a “human shield”, they are holding over one thousand factory workers and local residents in underground structures. At the same time, nationalists are systematically firing from multiple-launch rocket systems at the towns of Pervomaisk, Stakhanov, and Kalinovo, thus provoking the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation to strike back. The objective is to accuse Russian servicemen of killing peaceful residents and triggering a manmade catastrophe in the People’s Republic of Lugansk. Ukrainian nationalists have also planted bombs on containers holding chemicals (ammonium, ammonium nitrate, nitric acid) in order to cause immediate explosion if they are forced to abandon their positions.

The implementation of this plan will lead to the chemical contamination of the air, terrain, and water sources. Furthermore, the possibility of highly active toxic chemicals contaminating the Seversky Donetsk River poses a particular danger; this river is a key waterway and a source of potable water for Eastern Ukraine and the republics of Donbass.

According to the testimonies of prisoners from servicemen of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, nationalist fighters plan to carry out similar provocations at other sites within the borders of the so-called “chemical industry triangle” (Severodonetsk, Lisichansk, and Rubezhnoye; a total area of 338 square kilometres and population of approximately 300,000 people). Over 30 chemical industry companies are concentrated
on this territory, the largest of which are: “Ukrhimenergo”, Severodonetskiy “ORGKhIM”, “Khimpostovschik”, “Energokhimmash”, OOO NPP “Zarya”, Severodonetskiy Chemical Metallurgy Plant, the “Novofert” Severodonetsky Chemical Fertilizer Plant, the “Yuzhniy” chemical plant, and the “Benzol” chemical company.

Furthermore, according to the latest reliable information in our possession, Ukraine’s Security Service is planning provocations with chemical weapons in the towns of Vysokoplye, Ivanovka, Knyazevka, and Topolinoye in the Kherson Region, as well as in Apostolovo in the Dnepropetrovsk Region, to subsequently cast the blame for such on the Russian Armed Forces. And while previous preparations for similar provocations involved evacuating the local population from the targeted area of contamination, this time, for maximum impact, the local population was not informed.

We are forewarning the OPCW and all States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”) that after these and other similar provocations, the Ukrainian authorities plan to launch accusations against the Russian Federation through Western media outlets and a variety of online resources.

The provocations with chemical weapons planned by Ukrainian nationalists against the civil population constitute a direct threat to the purposes and principles of the Convention.

The Permanent Representation requests that this Note be distributed among all States Parties to the Convention.
The Permanent Representation avails itself of the opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its very highest consideration.

[initials]
[official seal of the Embassy of Russia in the Netherlands]

The Hague, 7 May 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 № 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March № 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 № 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March № 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March № 61219/30-196/50-21493, Note Verbale dated 07 April № 61219/30-196/50-24179 and Note Verbale dated 12 April № 61219/30-196/50-25231 and informs the OPCW that according to analysis from Ukrainian intelligence agencies Russia has plans to use chemical weapons against Ukrainian defenders and civilians at Azovstal, city of Mariupol.

The Russian leadership is considering plans to launch bombing strikes using munitions containing toxic chemicals. At the same time, Russian units of the "Radiation, Chemical and Biological Protection Forces" (CBRN) are preparing to use aerosols containing toxic chemicals. In addition, the occupiers are already selecting and inspecting possible places for storing aerial deployment devices and associated toxic chemicals.

An additional risk indicator of the Kremlin's plans to use chemical weapons, according to Ukraine's intelligence officials, is that Russia is already actively spreading false information about the alleged presence of chemical and biological weapons in Ukraine.
We call upon the Technical Secretariat and States Parties to monitor the situation closely in order to fully appreciate the criminal intentions of the Kremlin regime.

The humanitarian situation in the city of Mariupol does not allow citizens of Ukraine to leave the completely surrounded city. Every day the Russian occupiers disrupt our intentions to organize humanitarian corridors. Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine Iryna Vereshchuk has confirmed that there are no agreements on humanitarian corridors from Azovstal today (25 of April) as announced by the Russian Federation. Such unilateral announcements do not provide security and therefore cannot be considered proper humanitarian corridors. We request that representatives of the United Nations and the International Committee of the Red Cross are involved in overseeing humanitarian corridors.

Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on our territory. We are ready to fully cooperate and to provide the Technical Secretariat with all relevant information. We are also studying all relevant provisions of CWC.

We remain very grateful to those States Parties that have already offered protective assistance to Ukraine and we would like to encourage other States Parties to provide advice and assistance as provided for in Article X.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 25 April 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 N° 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March N° 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 N° 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March N° 61219/30-196/50-20583, Note Verbale dated 22 March N° 61219/30-196/50-21493 and Note Verbale dated 07 April N° 61219/30-196/50-24179 and informs the OPCW that on 11 April the spokesperson of the Russian occupation administration of the Donetsk region Eduard Basurin announced threatening the following:

"Azovstal is a plant that was built back in the days of the Soviet Union, there is a lot of concrete, iron, there are multi-level underground floors. Therefore, it makes no sense to attack this object by storm. Because you can lose a large number of your own soldiers, and the enemy as such will not suffer any losses. Therefore, at the moment it is necessary to deal with the blocking of this plant, find all the exits and entrances, in principle, this can be done. After that, you need to involve chemical troops who will find a way to smoke moles out of their holes."

On the same day it has been reported the Russian troops used a toxic substance of unknown origin against Ukrainian military and civilians in the city of Mariupol, which was dropped from an enemy unmanned aerial vehicle. It is officially reported by medical authorities that the Ukrainian civilians have shortness of breath and vestibulocerebellar ataxia.
We call upon the Technical Secretariat and States Parties to monitor the situation closely in order to fully understand the criminal intentions of the Kremlin regime.

We underline that we are now gathering facts and important evidences of the possible use of chemical weapons. The humanitarian situation in the city of Mariupol does not allow citizens of Ukraine to leave the completely surrounded city. Every day the Russian occupiers disrupt our intentions to organize humanitarian corridors.

Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on our territory and we are ready to fully cooperate and to provide the Technical Secretariat with all the additional information. We are also studying possibilities of all the relevant provisions of CWC.

We are grateful to those States Parties that have already offered protective assistance to Ukraine and we would like to encourage the other States Parties to provide their proposals as provided for in Article X.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 12 April 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 № 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March № 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 № 61219/35-196/50-20231, Note Verbale dated 20 March № 61219/30-196/50-20583 and Note Verbale dated 22 March № 61219/30-196/50-21493 and informs the OPCW that the Russian Federation continues to use aircraft and artillery to strike at civilian infrastructure and industry defiantly ignoring the rules of international humanitarian law. Russia’s reckless military aggression also poses a risk to the object and purpose of the Chemical Weapons Convention. As a result of the shelling of the city of Rubizhne, Luhansk region on 05 April, the Russian occupiers hit an industrial facility causing a release of nitric acid.

The local authorities and the State Emergency Service of Ukraine urgently informed the civilian population of the whole region about possible threats and priority actions in order to be protected against the negative consequences of the spread of chemicals.

Ukraine reiterates its deepest concern and condemns any harm caused by chemicals released by Russia military action.

Technical Secretariat of the OPCW
The Hague
Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the possible use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on the territory of Ukraine as well as Russia's baseless allegations against Ukraine.

We are grateful to those States Parties that have offered protective assistance to Ukraine, as provided for in Article X.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 07 April 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 N° 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March N° 61219/35-196/50-18783, Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 N° 61219/35-196/50-20231 and Note Verbale dated 20 March N° 61219/30-196/50-20583 and to request the Technical Secretariat to inform States Parties that the Russian Federation is circulating untrue and offensive narratives in order to cover up its own illegal actions on the territory of Ukraine.

In this connection, Ukraine strongly condemns the targeted shelling on 21st of March of the territory of JSC “Sumykhimprom” by Russian armed forces. According to the information from the State Emergency Service of Ukraine as a result of Russian shelling a tank containing ammonia with a capacity of 50 tons was damaged. As of 05:00 AM there was a slight leakage of ammonia, which was localized at 7:15 AM. The affected area was about 2.5 km.

On 22 March 2022 First Deputy Permanent Representative Dmitry Polyanskiy at UNSC made a statement accusing Ukraine in shelling a chemical plant in Sumy and in preparing another chemical attack by blowing up containers with chemical substances at the local primary school in the village of Kotlyarovo in Mykolaiv region.
We call upon the Technical Secretariat and States Parties to monitor the situation closely in order to fully understand the criminal intentions of the Kremlin regime.

Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and remains deeply concerned about the possible use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on the territory of Ukraine.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 22 March 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022 № 61219/30-196/50-3, Note Verbale dated 11 March 2022 № 61219/35-196/50-18783 and Note Verbale dated on 18 March 2022 № 61219/35-196/50-20231 and to inform the Technical Secretariat that Ukraine remains deeply concerned about the possible use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on the territory of Ukraine.

This time the Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the United Nations has circulated another part of disinformation in order to accuse Ukraine in preparing a chemical attack by blowing up containers with chemical substances in the village of Kotlyarovo in Mykolaiv region and to explode storage facilities with ammonia and chlorine at a chemical plant in Sumy in order to poison residents if the Russian Armed Forces enter the city.

We emphasize that Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and rejects absolutely all assertions by the Russian Federation. Russia is the aggressor state. These false allegations by Russia may be used to disguise their own provocations with the use of chemical weapons against Ukrainian people.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 20 March 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat and has the honour to refer to Note Verbale dated 27 February 2022, No 61219/30-196/50-3 and Note Verbale dated 11 March No 61219/35-196/50-18783 and to request the Technical Secretariat inform States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention that Ukraine remains deeply concerned about the possible use of chemical weapons by the Russian Federation on the territory of Ukraine.

We emphasize that Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention and rejects absolutely all assertions by the Russian Federation, including those reported on 16 March by the spokesperson of the Ministry of Defense of Russian Federation, that we have any chemical weapons; that we plan to stage a chemical weapons attack; or that we are working with any other state on chemical weapons. Russia is the aggressor state and we are deeply concerned that they may use chemical weapons against our people.
In accordance with Article X, paragraph 3 of the Convention, all states parties have undertaken to facilitate, and have the right to participate in, the fullest possible exchange of equipment, material and scientific and technological information concerning means of protection against chemical weapons. As provided for by Article X, paragraph 6, Ukraine urgently requests bilateral assistance from States Parties in order to protect against chemical weapons.

We appeal to the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention to contact the National Authority and the Embassy of Ukraine in The Hague with a view to providing:

- assistance and detection equipment and alarm systems;
- protective equipment;
- decontamination equipment and decontaminants;
- medical antidotes and treatments;
- advice on any of these protective measures.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW requests that this Note Verbale be shared with all States Parties and avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 18 March 2022
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the OPCW's Technical Secretariat and has the honour in addition to the Note Verbal dated on 27 February 2022 № 61219/30-196/50-3 to inform that over the past days, the world continues to see unprecedented and brutal aggression of the Russian Federation against Ukraine.

According to the intelligence information, the Russian Federation is going to launch a massive chemical attack on the territory of Ukraine, in the capital of Ukraine city of Kyiv and Kyiv region as well as in temporarily occupied Donetsk using tanks with ammonia and central nervous system acting chemicals.

It is planned to accuse the Ukrainian military of this attack against the civilian population.

We emphasize that Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention, which is widely recognised as the first multilateral instrument, banning the entire class of weapons of mass destruction under strict and efficient international control and compliance mechanism.
We reiterate that the use of chemical weapons anywhere, by anyone under any circumstance is a violation of international law.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 11 March 2022
No. 01/22

The Permanent Representation of the United States of America to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and has the honor to present the following information in response to Note verbale No. 5 of the Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the OPCW and its accompanying National Document entitled “About the possible chemical provocations in Ukraine”. The United States kindly asks the Secretariat to make the present document available to States Parties as soon as possible and to publish it both on Catalyst and the OPCW website.

Russia’s war against Ukraine is a violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity enshrined in the United Nations Charter. The United States took note of the Russian Federation’s patently false claims that alleged radical Ukrainian groups under the control of “the representatives of American special services” are preparing for a possible chemical weapons attack in Ukraine.

DIPLOMATIC NOTE
A key component of the Russian Federation’s global disinformation campaign is to blame others for what they themselves may intend to do. Based on a review of recent information, the United States has serious concerns that Russia may be planning to use chemical or biological agents in Ukraine. Russia is the one with the means, motive and track record of using prohibited chemical agents for assassinations, attempting to cover up its chemical weapons use with the most preposterous claims, and then spying on and otherwise undermining the OPCW’s efforts to get to the truth of the matter. We would not be surprised to see this scenario repeat itself in Ukraine.

Indeed, back in December 2021, Russia was already rhetorically setting the scene for possible false flag allegations against the United States and Ukraine by publicly citing false reports that “U.S. mercenaries” and Ukrainian special forces were planning to use chemical agents in Ukraine. Russian official media has also previously falsely claimed that the United States provided the Ukrainian Armed Forces with biological agents to use against Russia-backed separatists.
These previous allegations and the new ones put forward in the Russian Federation’s note are simply preposterous. They are exactly the kind of disinformation operation we have seen repeatedly from the Kremlin over the years in Ukraine and in other countries around the world. Russia’s disinformation operations, nearly identical to the ones presented here, have consistently been debunked in Syria. This false narrative pushed by Russia is consistent with the types of false pretexts we have been warning the Kremlin would invent.

The Russian Federation has a track record of accusing the West of the very crimes that the Russian Federation itself is perpetrating. It is the Russian Federation that has a long and well-documented track record of repeatedly using chemical weapons, including in the poisoning of Russian opposition leader Mr. Aleksey Navalny and in the attempted assassination of Sergei Skripal in the United Kingdom in 2018, which resulted in the death of a UK citizen. It is also the Russian Federation that continues to shield the Assad regime in Syria from accountability for its repeated use of chemical weapons, including by invoking the same tired disinformation tropes we see today. It is Russia that maintains a chemical weapons program in violation of its obligations under the Chemical Weapons Convention.
These most recent allegations are yet another obvious ploy by the Russian Federation to try to justify further premeditated, unprovoked, and unjustified attacks on Ukraine.

For months leading up to the Kremlin’s further invasion of Ukraine, the Russian Federation told the world that it would not invade Ukraine. Throughout this week’s 99th Session of the Executive Council, the Russian delegation repeatedly stated that the topic of the Russian Federation’s renewed invasion of Ukraine “has nothing to do with the CWC mandate.” Now, just as the EC-99 session concludes, it issues warnings of supposed “provocations” dating as far back as December 2021.

The Russian Federation has lost all credibility.

If the Russian Federation carries out a chemical weapons attack in Ukraine, the reaction of the United States and the international community will be swift, united, and unequivocal: the Russian Federation must answer for any violations of the Chemical Weapons Convention.
The Permanent Representation of the United States of America to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons the assurances of its highest consideration.

The United States Permanent Representation to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

The Permanent Representation of the Russian Federation to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW (Secretariat) and has the honour to request to distribute the National Document of the Russian Federation entitled “About the possible chemical provocations in Ukraine”. The Russian side kindly asks the Secretariat to make the document available for States Parties as soon as possible and to publish it both on the Catalyst and the OPCW website.

The Permanent Representation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, « 10 » March 2022
РОССИЙСКАЯ ФЕДЕРАЦИЯ
«К ВОПРОСУ О ВОЗМОЖНЫХ ХИМИЧЕСКИХ ПРОВОКАЦИЯХ НА УКРАИНЕ»

Украинские радикальные группировки под контролем представителей американских спецслужб подготовили несколько возможных сценариев использования токсичных химикатов для осуществления различного рода провокаций. Цель таких акций – обвинить Россию в применении химического оружия против гражданского населения и нарушении своих обязательств, в том числе и по Конвенции о запрещении химического оружия (далее – Конвенция). Разработаны несколько диверсионных сценариев.

- Один из подготовленных вариантов представляет собой диверсию на одном из украинских предприятий химической промышленности путем подрыва значительных по объему емкостей с промышленными химикатами. Планировалось минирование цистерн с аммиаком на объектах Частного Акционерного Общества (ЧАО) «Северодонецкое объединение «Азот»» (г.Северодонецк) и Публичного Акционерного общества (ПАО) «Одесский припортовый завод» (г.Одесса).

- Другой сценарий – подрыв в густонаселенных районах емкостей с токсичными химикатами. В частности, достоверно установлено, что 8-9 декабря 2021 года украинские радикалы доставили на территорию Донецкой области 200-литровые металлические бочки с иностранной маркировкой. В ходе их разгрузки четверо украинских военнослужащих получили серьезные химические ожоги и отравления. Общую же координацию доставки и складирования опасного груза осуществляли сотрудники американской частной военной компании (ЧВК) «Forward Observation Group» (штат Невада).
Для предупреждения этой провокации данная информация без оглашения деталей была озвучена Министром обороны Российской Федерации С.К. Шойгу в рамках открытой части расширенного заседания Коллегии Министерства обороны Российской Федерации 21 декабря 2021 года.

Несмотря на наши предупреждения, украинская сторона не отказалась от подобного рода террористических акций. В частности, в ночь на 9 марта 2022 года в населенный пункт Золочев северо-западнее Харькова украинскими националистами было завезено 80 тонн аммиака. По информации, поступающей непосредственно с места события, радикалы инструктируют гражданское население, как себя вести в зоне химического заражения.

Информируем государства-участники Конвенция о том, что такие приготовления однозначно свидетельствуют о подготовке к применению токсичных химикатов. С учетом пропагандистской кампании, развернутой в странах Запада, не остается сомнений в том, что планирующиеся провокации предназначены для того, чтобы обвинить Россию в использовании химического оружия. В этой связи возрастают риски того, что экстремистски настроенные элементы, действующие в составе так называемых национальных батальонов могут решиться на радикальные шаги, ужасающие последствия которых невозможно предсказать.
RUSSIAN FEDERATION

REGARDING POTENTIAL CHEMICAL PROVOCATIONS IN UKRAINE

Radical Ukrainian groups under the control of the representatives of American special services have prepared several potential scenarios of the use of toxic chemicals in order to carry out various types of provocations. The objective of such actions is to accuse Russia of the use of chemical weapons against the civil population and violating its obligations, including those under the Chemical Weapons Convention (hereinafter “the Convention”). Several diversionary scenarios have been developed.

- One of the prepared variants is a diversion at one of the Ukrainian companies in the chemical industry involving the destruction of large-volume containers holding industrial chemicals. A mine would be planted on a cistern with ammonium at the facilities of the Private Joint-Stock Company (ChAO) “Severodonetskoye ob’yedineniye “Azot”” (city of Severodonetsk) and the Public Joint-Stock Company (PAO) “Odesskiy priportoviy zavod” (city of Odessa).

- Another scenario involves the destruction of containers with toxic chemicals in highly populated areas. In particular, it has been reliably established that on 8 – 9 December 2021, Ukrainian radicals delivered 200-litre metal barrels with foreign markings to Donetsk Oblast. As they were being unloaded, four Ukrainian soldiers received severe chemical burns and poisoning. The general coordination of the delivery and warehousing of hazardous freight was carried out by the staff of the private American military contractor Forward Observation Group (based in the state of Nevada).

As a warning of this provocation, this information, without the disclosure of details, was announced by S. K. Shoigu, the Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation within the framework of an open session of an extended meeting of the Collegium of the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation on 21 December 2021.

Despite our warnings, the Ukrainian side did not back out of this type of terrorist attack. In particular, on the night of 9 March 2022 in the settlement of Zolochiv, north-west of Kharkiv, Ukrainian nationalists brought in 80 tonnes of ammonium. According to the
information coming directly from the site of the events, radicals are instructing the civil population on what to do in a chemical contamination zone.

We are informing the States Parties to the Convention that such arrangements indubitably point to preparations for the use of toxic chemicals. In light of the propaganda campaign under way in Western countries, there is no doubt that the provocations being planned are meant to accuse Russia of the use of chemical weapons. In this regard, the risks are growing of extremist-inclined elements acting as part of so-called national battalions that may be set on taking radical steps, the horrific consequences of which is impossible to predict.
La Représentation permanente de la France auprès de l'Organisation pour l'Interdiction des Armes Chimiques présente ses compliments au Secrétariat technique de l'OIAC et a l'honneur de porter à son attention les éléments suivants.

La France, au nom des 27 États parties membres de l'Union européenne (Allemagne, Autriche, Belgique, Bulgarie, Chypre, Croatie, Danemark, Espagne, Estonie, Finlande, France, Grèce, Hongrie, Irlande, Italie, Lettonie, Lituanie, Luxembourg, Malte, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Portugal, République tchèque, Roumanie, Slovaquie, Slovénie, Suède), a l'honneur de présenter les éléments suivants :

Nous prenons bonne note de la Note Verbale 61219/30-196/50-3 de la Représentation permanente de l'Ukraine auprès de l'OIAC datée du 27 février 2022.

L'Union européenne condamne dans les termes les plus énergiques l'agression militaire non provoquée et injustifiée de la Fédération de Russie contre l'Ukraine. Par ses actions militaires illégales, la Russie viole de manière flagrante le droit international et les principes de la Charte des Nations Unies et sape la sécurité et la stabilité européennes et mondiales. La Russie porte l'entière responsabilité de cet acte d'agression et de toutes les destructions et pertes de vies humaines qu'elle causera. Elle sera tenue responsable de ses actes.

Nous exprimons de vives préoccupations quant à l'information selon laquelle les forces armées russes pourraient préparer une opération maquillée dans le but d'être mensongèrement attribuée à la partie ukrainienne, en utilisant des produits chimiques, y compris par l'explosion de réservoirs industriels remplis de produits chimiques, impliquant l'exposition des populations à des produits chimiques dangereux.

Nous condamnons toutes les entreprises de désinformation russes, notamment s'agissant d'allégation de provocations à l'aide d'agents chimiques en Ukraine.

De telles provocations ou accusations mensongères de la Russie seraient irresponsables et pourraient avoir de graves conséquences humanitaires, pour la population ukrainienne comme pour l'environnement. En cas d'incident, la Russie, seule, en porterait la responsabilité.

Nous demandons que cette Note verbale soit diffusée à tous les États parties et considérée comme un document officiel de la 99ème session du Conseil exécutif./.

La Représentation Permanente de la France saisit cette occasion pour renouveler au Secrétariat technique de l'Organisation pour l'interdiction des armes chimiques l'assurance de sa haute considération.

La Haye, le 03 mars 2022

Organisation pour l'Interdiction des Armes Chimiques
Secrétariat technique
M. Le Directeur général
Johan de Wittlaan 32
2517 JR La Haye

Copie: Secrétariat des Organes décisionnels
France, on behalf of the 27 States parties members of the European Union (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Czech Republic, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden) has the honour to present the following elements:

We take good note of the Note Verbale 61219/30-196/50-3 of the Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW dated 27 February 2022.

The European Union condemns in the strongest possible terms the Russian Federation’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression against Ukraine. By its illegal military actions, Russia is grossly violating international law and the principles of the UN Charter and undermining European and global security and stability. Russia bears full responsibility for this act of aggression and all the destruction and loss of life it will cause. It will be held accountable for its actions.

We express our deep concerns about the information that the Russian military forces may be preparing “false flag” provocations in Ukraine using chemicals, including blowing up industrial tanks with chemicals, involving the exposure of the population to dangerous chemicals.

We condemn all Russian disinformation campaigns, notably regarding allegations of provocations using chemical agents in Ukraine.

Such provocations or false accusations from Russia would be irresponsible and could have grave humanitarian consequences, for the Ukrainian population as well as for the environment. In case of incident, Russia, alone, would be held responsible.

We request this Note verbale to be circulated to all States parties and considered as an official document of the 99th Session of the Executive Council.
The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW presents its compliments to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW and has the honor to inform that over the past three days, the world continues to see unprecedented and brutal aggression of the Russian Federation against Ukraine.

According to the intelligence information from the temporarily occupied Donetsk the occupiers are handing out gas masks to local militants and the Russian military. There is a possibility of provocation - blowing up industrial tanks with chemicals.

It is planned to accuse the Ukrainian military of this sabotage against the civilian population. We declare that, unlike the Russian occupiers, Ukraine does not use such methods.

The Ukraine is a strong supporter of the Convention, which is widely recognised as the first multilateral instrument, banning the entire class of weapons of mass destruction under strict and efficient international control and compliance mechanism.

Technical Secretariat of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
The Hague
We reiterate that the use of chemical weapons anywhere, by anyone under any circumstance is a violation of international law.

The Permanent Representation of Ukraine to the OPCW avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW the assurances of its highest consideration.

The Hague, 27 February 2022